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INTRODUCTION 

Eighty years ago or so the title would probably have been something like "An 
Attempt at Clarification of Proposed and Counter-Proposed Properties of Con
sciousness. •• The revolution in information, computer, and communication sciences 
(a Ia Shannon, Von Neumann. and Wiener) and the growing vapidity of behaviorism 
led in the 1950's and 1960's to a resurgent interest in centralism. that is. a renewed 
interest in the study of properties of the mind, as opposed to the exclusive 
peripheralistic study of stimulus-response correspondences. The terminology of the 
"new" psychology bas been almost completely drawn from the above disciplines, 
but very recently investigators have become less self-conscious about employing 
mentalistic terms and concepts that would have brought applause from the struc
turalists and phenomenologists of yesteryear (see, e.g., Boring, 1950). Althoagh 
skirting the interesting questions involving possible fruits and pitfalls of this trend, I 
might simply note that this chapter continues. after the introduction, in the recent 
tradition of use of information-processing argot. 

ln the present approach, we go inside the human qua information processor to as 
shallow or deep a level as we care to, and seize upon an abstract black box residing 
there in the processing chain. We shall think of our black box as engaging in the 
processing of some finite number of inputs (or elements). Words like "processing" 

'I am grateful toW. K. Estes for the opportunity to spend the year 1972-1973 at Rockefeller University 
under Grant GM 16735 from the National Institute for General Medical Sciences. During that time, milch 
of lhe writing of this chapter was completed. I am indebted toW. K. Estes. B. Kantnwitz, D. A. Taylor, 
D. Snunjcr. and L. Pad, as well as several helpful anonymous reviewers, for their comments on an earlier 
vcr~ion of this manuscript. I benefited from conversations with W. K .·Estes. R. N. Roos, D. A. Taylor, 
JnaR G. Snndgra!i!l, and D. Vorbcrg and from discussions with H. Schultz. J. Wandmachcr, and D. Alben 
concerning the issues investiga!C<l herein. • 
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a~d "elements" are purposely kept abstract to enhance the generality of our discus
Sion .. And the view we take is that we should endeavor to comprehend the possible 
workmgs an~ ch~cteristics of fairly atomistic levels of processing, not necessarily 
before constderahon of more complex levels (e.g., interaction of several black 
boxes), but at least concomitantly with the latter. The name we shall use for our black 
box is "system" albeit it may be a very small (sub) system relative to the total 
information-processing system in which it operates; the important matter is that we 
may conceive of it as a unit in its operations on the inputs. Our system could be as 
large a~ consciousness or as small as a set of hypothetical neural nets in the retina, 
dependmg on our level of analysis and the type of inputs under scrutiny. 

Our concentration in this chapter will be on four dimensions or aspects of the 
system, posed, as they have been implicitly or explicitly in the literature as 
dichoto~ies. It is convenient to introduce the issues in a different order than they ~ill 
appear m the subsequent sections. 

Independent vs Dependent Processing 

The first of these is less molar than the others, but likely to be of interest as 
know_ledge of processing in various kinds of experimental settings improves. It is the 
question of whether processing of the separate elements is statistically independent or 
not. ~o be more precise, assume that two elements are to be processed, and that the 
total t1me from when the processing system begins to work on the elements to the 
completion of each element is recorded. Then, if there is no interaction or dependence 
betwc:en the two total completion times, these times are said to be independent. If 
~nowmg that one of the elements took a long time to be completed makes it more 
hkely that the other took a long time as well, a positive dependency exists. If the same 
knowledge increases the chances of a short total completion time by the other element, 
a negative dependency is said to occur. 

Now, consider a situation where the processing system is allowed some fixed time 
t. through limiting the stimulus exposure duration for example. It may then be asked 
~het_her the knowledge that one element was completed during that time affects the 
hkehhood that the other was completed. The answer to this question follows directly 
from the dependency relations, as discussed in the foregoing paragraph, between the 
unconstrained total completion times. Independence or dependence of the former 
implies in.dependence ~r de~ndence of the latter. For example, assume that long 
unconst~amc~ completion t1mes of one of two elements are associated with long 
completion limes of the other and that short times of the one are associated with short 
times of the other, that is, a positive dependency exists. Then, in the limited duration 
case, if it is known that one of the elements is completed the chances are increased that 
the oth~r w~ ~lso fini~hed. Conversely, if it is known one of them did not complete 
processmg, 11 ~s also hkely the other did not. Recent examples of an experimental 
context wherem dependence has been investigated are found in Estes and Taylor 
(1966? and Wolford, Wessel, and Estes (1968). These studies used the detection 
parad1gm, (Estes & Taylor, 1964) wherein the subject attempted to detect which of 
two target letters was embedded in a random array of noise letters on each trial. The 
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exposure duration was limited, and it may be supposed the processor involved in 
comparing display with target letters also had only a limited time to perform its task. 
The variable of interest here was the manipulation of the number of repetitions of the 
target letter presented on a given trial. This technique permits a test of the indepen

dence assumption. 

Self-terminating vs Exhaustive Processing 

Another issue, pertinent to experimental trials where some proper subset of the 
inputs (that is, fewer elements than are input to the processor) or elements contain 
information sufficient to enable the subject to make the required response, is whether 
the system is capable of cessation of processing when that subset is completed 
(self-termination) rather than having to nevertheless do all the elements (exhaustive
ness). One of the first mathematical processing models where self-termination was 
assumed is found in Estes and Taylor ( 1964), and attention has since been brought to 
bear on it in other recent papers (e.g., Atkinson, Holmgren, & Juola, 1969; Stern
berg, 1966; Townsend & Roos, 1973). In the first of a series of papers employing the 
detection paradigm by Estes and his colleagues, the Estes and Taylor ( 1964) ''serial 
processing model" was based on the assumptions of geometrically distributed dura
tions of stimulus availability (e.g., an icon), serial (one-at-a-time) comparisons of 
target and display letters, and termination of processing when (and if) the target letter 
was located. Although this specific model has since met with severe difficulties, it 
contributed to elucidation of these and similar data at the time {see, e. g., Townsend. 

1968). 

Serial vs Parallel and Limited vs Unlimited Capacity Processing 

The remaining two issues are probably the most important of the four and are 
considered together in our introduction; they are rather closely linked historically and 
have generated some mutual confusion even quite recently. The first is concerned 
with the question of capacity of a system-whether processing efficiency. in terms of 
speed or accuracy, is degraded or is unaffected when increased numbers of elements 
are input to the system. 2 This issue currently goes under the rubric "limited versus 
unlimited capacity." The second is whether the capacity of the system is applied to 
the inputs one at a time, or whether it is deployed simultaneously to all the inputs. For 
a large variety of contemporary experimental paradigms, the latter becomes the serial 
versus parallel processing issue. 

The broadest and most critical arena of investigation and contention with regard to 
these two matters has always been consciousness itself. That is, can consciousness 
act on more than one element(thought, image, sensory impression, etc.) at a time (the 
serial-parallel issue), and when it has to deal with an increased amount of material, is 
it less effective (the capacity question)? The question of whether the mind (via 

•The problem of effectiveness or efficiency immediately ramifies into questions as 10 what level of 
processing is under observarion. For instance, are we concerned with effectiveness per unit of material or 
with total processing time for allthf material. or some other level? These is.~ues will be addre~sed in rhe 
secrion on capaciry. 
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consciousness) is capable of engaging in more than one cognitive activity at a time 
can he traced back at least as far as Plato and Aristotle. But probably the first directly 
relevant experimental evidence came from the personal equation difficulties met by 
p~zzled astronomers and later by the budding experimental psychology of the 
mneteen~h centur~ .. The situation was simply this: A method of measuring positions 
and relatiVe velocttres of stellar bodies consisted of determining the amount of time 
necessal)' for a body to cross a reticle in an optical instrument. The time was 
calculated from (1) the number of complete tick-intervals from a nearby clock heard 
by t~ astronome~ during the transit time plus (2) the perceived position of the body 
~elattve to the rettcle, between the two final clicks. That is, the proportion of the 
mterval between two marks corresponding to the body's position at the two clicks 
that was in ~ront of the reticle (e.g., if the movement was left-to-right, the proportio~ 
of the final mtervalto the left of the reticle was the required measuremenl), was the 
final proportion of the time interval added to the "whole" time intervals. 
. The dilemma was that different astronomers obtained different estimates of the 

ltm_es, an~ we are. most of us acquainted with the famous story of an unfortunate 
assts~an~ 1mmortahzed b~ being fired (his name was Kinnebrook) for producing 
trans !I ttmes larger than hts employer (who shall here remain nameless in retribution 
for this ignominious action). The difference between two observers subsequently 
came to be called the personal equation. Without getting involved in all the tech
~icali~ies and subtleties of the maller, we may note that these astronomical observa
hons mvolved the ~rocessing of information from two inputs, namely, the eyes and 
th~ ears. Computatt~nofthe "exact" transittimerequired knowledge of the temporal 
pomt between two t1cks of the clock at which the stellar body crossed the reticle. If 
two o~serv~rs diff~r in when they think the body crossed the reticle, we may infer that 
t~ey drffe~ In the ttme ne~ess~ to compare their visual with their auditory impres
smns. Thts suggests that rn nenher cao;e are the comparisons simultaneous and that 
the d~lay is simply greater for one observer than the other. ' 

If 11 turned out that all the delay and differences in delay could be placed in the 
sensory channels themselves, then perhaps the delay and allied factors would not be 
of muc~ psychological interest. However, it was found that predisposition and 
expectation affect~d the results, especially in the famous complication clock experi
~ents of von Tch1sch ~round 1885. When decision processes can asymmetrically 
~nfluenc~ tasks where It would be to the subject's advantage always to utilize 
mfor:m_a~lon fro~ the auditory ~~d visual channels simultaneously, this suggests the 
poss1b1ht~ that m fact the cogmt1ve processing of the information may not be able to 
proceed ~~m~ltaneously (i.e., in parallel), or that if it does that there may occur a 
de~radatlo? tn perfor~~nce (the capacity question) as compared to only one channel 
bemg momtored cogmtJVely at any given moment. Although an entirely satisfactory 
theo~ • from a modem point of view, has never been set down for these phenomena, 
~;7;;~ht note the recent reawakened interest in such topics (e.g., Sternberg & Knoll, 

Another empirical problem, related in at least its systemic properties to the 
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preceding, was illustrated by the philosopher Hamilton (1859), who convinced 
himself by tossing variable numbers of dice that consciousness is capable of simul
taneously apprehending a maximum of 4 to 6 objects. Thus, 6 came to be thought of 
as the range of capacity of visual apprehension (or attention as we would probably say 
now). Hamiton himself believed that when attention was focused on fewer objects, 
the apprehension was superior to when it was focused on more objects. This is an 
example of a parallel, limited capacity system, since it can work on more than one 
object, but resolution suffers to some extent when this is done. 

In his later work at least, the prodigious Wundt appears to have accepted this 
alleged limited capacity of parallelism, as well as the ability of the mind to "focus up 
or down" on larger or smaller numbers of objects, respectively. On the other hand, 
certain other investigators, s\Jch as Hylan, (1903), offered evidence for the proposi
tion that attention was limited in capacity not because of a parallel spreading of 
attention over the set of objects to be apperceived, but because there occurs an 
all-or-none fluctuation of attention from one object to another. The latter was, of 
course, a serial type of mechanism. The fact that two early experimental 
psychologists argued, one for a serial type oflimited capacity system and the other for 
a parallel limited capacity type, already suggests the logical independence of the 
serial-parallel and the capacity issues. In fact, the gist of our argument on all the 
issues in the sections to follow is that since a processing system can he made up hy 
selecting a stance on each of the issues independently, that these are logically 
separate and independent. For instance, we could build a system that is serial, 
unlimited capacity (in one of the precise senses to be developed below), self
terminating, and is characterized by independent processing of the separate inputs. 
We could then change any or all of the stances on each of the issues (e.g., change 
serial to parallel) without logical or mathematical violation. An entirely distinct 
question is whether the system we build (or the model of this system) is realistic, that 
is, whether we expect to encounter such systems in nature. The problem of "intu
itiveness" and "reasonableness" has, it seems, caused confusion as to the logical 
distinctions involved. 

To proceed with our brieflongitudinal view of parallel and serial hypotheses about 
apprehension, chinks in our knowledge continued to be filled in over the years, 
especially in the counting of objects in brief visual displays (see, e.g., Hunter & 
Sigler, 1940). However, the actual possible processing mechanisms and their proper
ties appear to have been largely neglected. In any case, the whole story was reopened 
by Sperling's (1960) memory-apprehension study, in which an important dissection 
of processing stages was suggested. Some of his later results, (Sperling, 1963), where 
he found that increasing the display time of several letters (with a preceding and 
postceding visual noise mask) led to a linear increase in the number correctly 
reported, were typically taken as supporting the notion of serial processing. Further
more, a linear increase of RT in short memory search unfortunately has been assumed 
to falsify independent parallel models and to provide strong support for serial models 
(Sternberg, 1966). That these conclusions 3!f wrong or at best misleading (Town-
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send, 1969a, 1969b, 197lb, 1972a) will be shown in the section on capacity. At any 
rate, the concept of parallel, limited capacity systems seems to have been forgotten 
for a number of years. 

Broadbent (1958) unveiled a theoretical structure that allowed collation of a 
substantial body of experimental literature and that was seminal in its influence on 
later developments. Although not put directly in terms of parallel vs. serial process
ing. the hypothetical filter responsible for selection of material for further processing 
appeared to function in a serial-like fashion when the input exceeded the capacity of 
the "bottleneck." 

Around 1969. several investigators rediscovered limited capacity parallel systems. 
For example, Erikson and Spencer (1969) used the analogy of a zoom lens to 
illustrate a (parallel-limited capacity) system that processes everything simul
taneously but with better resolution when focused on a smaller field. Too, there is an 
implicit acknowledgement of the possibilities of limited-capacity parallel systems 
making predictions similar to typical serial systems in A. Treisman's review on 
selective attention (1969, p. 292). Atkinson el al. (1969) pointed out a type of parallel 
model mathematically identical to a type of serial model, and the writer gave a paper 
that discussed some rather large classes of probabilistic parallel and serial models that 
are equivalent (Townsend, 1969a, 1969b, 1971 b). Soon thereafter, Gardner (1970, 
1972) contributed an innovative discussion of these and similar issues. In a similar 
vein, Corcoran (1971) discussed a nonprobabilistic limited capacity parallel model. 

Christie and Luce (1956) appear to have been the first to approach the parallel vs. 
serial issue from a mathematical point of view. Thomas ( 1969) has suggested some 
nonparametric tests that may be utilized in certain cases. The writer's own work in 
this are~ (Townsend, 1969a, 1969b, 1971b, 1972a, 1972b, 197Z, 1973) is briefly 
summanzed and related to other efforts in Townsend (1974). This brings us into the 
seventies and completes our necessarily laconic historical groundwork. 

Goals of the Present Approach 

. It is our p~~se to fo':'"ulate the foregoing issues in an informal but hopefully 
ngorous fashton m the mam text. It is unfortunately true that confusions and incorrect 
c~nclusions, es~ially concerning tests between parallel and serial processing, are 
still to be fo~nd ~n ~he ~sychologicalliterature. The overall goal is to facilitate logical 
and sy~temtc dtstmcttons among these four issues and to provide a framework 
cond~ctve to further .theory building and more accurate testing. Within this larger 
go~lts the aforemenllon.ed aim of convincing the reader, if he is not presently of this 
opmlon, ~hat the fotJr tssues are indeed logically distinct. Without detailing the 
mathematiCs pres~nted else":here, we also shall try to gain some insight into why 
many of the expenments destgned to throw light on seriality vs. parallelism have not 
accomplished this purpose. In the process of our development we shall have occasion 
to c~nst~ct su~dry models and refer to a number of experimental applications. The 
apphcattons. wt!l often cluster in the areas of visual and memory search, since these 
are of spec1al mterest to the writer, but the concepts will hopefully have more 
extended reference than to these alone. 
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THE SERIAL VS PARALLEL PROCESSING ISSUE 

Definitions of Parallel, Serial, and Hybrid Systems 

To begin with, we wish to distinguish between systems that exist in the real world 
and the models ofthose systems which are abstract fabrications. 3 1n a very real sense, 
there is no diffictJity at all in telling systems apart, or there would not be if all the 
workings were completely open to our inspection. [ftwo systems work differently or 
are constructed differently, then they are just so and that is all one may say about the 
matter. 

The difficulties arise, of course, when we wish to make inferences about the inner 
workings of the system for some reason but cannot actually inspect these, because it is 
too difficult or because society frowns on indiscriminate slicing into certain black 
boxes of interest to psychology. Then it may be that a model, hypothesized to 
describe these workings and employed to predict input-output behavior of the system, 
may be similar or even identical to a model that began by picturing the system in a 
drastically different way. That the models may be equivalent does not mean that the 
systems they refer to are equivalent, but only that they may act in an equivalent 
manner, when we can observe what happens at the input (stimulus) and output 
(response) stages. This will become more clear as we progress. First, two informal 
definitions of parallelism and seriality are given. 

Definition I. A Serial System is a system that processes elements one at a time, 
completing one before beginning the next. 

Definition II. A Parallel System is a system that begins processing elements 
simultaneously; processing proceeds simultaneously, but individual elements may be 
completed at different times. 

Suppose processing begins in either type of system at timet = 0 on elements (a) 
and (b) and that the total time (z) spent by the system actually processing (a) if it is 
completed first is given by 4a 1 and by <.a 2 ifit is completed second. Similarly z, 2 is the 
total time spent actually processing (b) when it is completed second, and Zt, 1 is the 
comparable time if it is completed first. Figure Ia shows a schematic of these 
quantities when (a) happens to be completed first. 

There are two features of Fig. Ia that are indispensable in defining seriality vs. 
parallelism. First note that in a parallel system, up until one of the elements is 
completed, there can be no prior designation of the order of completion [in Fig. I a, 
(a) is completed first]. but there can be in the serial system, since on each trial one 
and only one of the elements is selected to be first. Another way of putting this is to 
observe that the serial system can select (a) to be processed first with some arbitrary 
probability p; (b) of course is processed first with probability I - p. The variable or 
parameter p need bear no relation whatsoever to the amounts of time spent processing 

'II is convenient here to use the tenn "system" to refer to actual, physical entities. One may 
occasionally find "system" used in an abstract sense. more in the way we employ "model" in the present 
treatment. 
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(a) and (h) (the z's in Fig. I) once they are in the processor. However, the order of 
completion under parallel processing must depend on the relative rates at which (a) 
and (b_) are being processed These concepts will be made explicit below. 

Not~ce also that in the parallel system z112 is necessarily larger than z.. 1 , but not in 
the senal system. This, too, is an imponant distinction between a parallel and serial 
system: The amount of time spent by the parallel system processing the element that is 
completed last is always equal to the total amount of time from the beginning to the 

Serial system 

""-z al---ot--- z b2---t 

t 
(a )completed 

Parallel system 

~zai----~ 

t 
(a)completed 

t 
(blcompleted 

~------Zb2---------~ 

I a 

Serial system 

t 
lblcompleled 

1---1 al-------t-- t b2 --I 

t t 
(a)completed (blcompleted 

Parallel system 

~--1al-.t 

f 
( a)completed 

1----1al 1b2~ 

' (b) completed 
lb 

FIG. I. Ia. -Schema showing totallime spent processing (a) and (b) in a serial or parallel sys1em when 
(a} 15 completed first. lb. -Schema showing intercomplelion times in processing (a) and (b) in a serial 
or parallel system when (a) is compleled first. 
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completion of processing. But in a serial system the processing duration on the last 
element obviously does not include that spent on the earlier ones. 

It often turns out to be helpful to discuss system performance or model predictions 
in terms of intercompletion times, that is, the time from the point at which one 
element is finished to when the next is completed. If (a) is done first (in either 
system), the first intercompletion time [from t = 0 to when (a) finishes] is called t, 1• 

and if(b) is first, the first intercompletion time ist,. 1• Similarly, the time interval from 
the completion of (a) to the completion of (b) is just t,.2 and alternatively, the duration 
from the instant when (b) is completed first to when (a) is completed is called t, 2 . 

Figure I b shows the events of Fig. Ia but in terms of intercompletion times. Hence, in 
a serial system, z., 1 = t,., ~ 2 =: ru. but in a parallel system, Z.. 1 = t, 1 but q, 2 

> t112, in fact, ~! = t, 1 + tu. The crux of the difficulty in experimentally testing 
between parallel and serial systems is that in being confined to input-output relation· 
ships, all we actually observe, even under optimal conditions, are t,. 1 , tu or t1, 1, 

t, 2• The relationship of the intercompletion times to the actual processing times must 
be inferred. When parallel and serial models produce identical predictions for the 
t's, they represent systems that are behaviorally indistinguishable. 

We are emphasizing parallel and serial processing in this exposition and neglecting 
other types because of want of space, but a few cursory remarks may be pertinent to 
"hybrid" systems and models. 

Definition Ill. A Hybrid System is a system that processes in neither a parallel nor a 
serial manner (Townsend, 1969a, 1971b, 1972a). 

Hybrid models have been of limited current theoretical interest, probably due in 
part to the difficulty in testing them experimentally. As remarked earlier, the quite 
special case of seriality vs. parallelism is difficult enough to discriminate experimen
tally. Among such hybrid models are those that represent processing as being serial 
part of the time and partially parallel within trials. That is, during part of a trial the 
elements may be worked on simultaneously, and during another part of the trial they 
may be worked on one at a time, each being completed before the next is begun. On 
the other hand, another hybrid model might suppose that on some proportion of trials 
processing is entirely serial, and on the remainder, it is entirely parallel. Of more 
recent theoretical interest have been models that can be interpreted either as parallel or 

hybrid (Townsend, 1972a). Rumelhart's (1970) parallel model is a special case of 
this class of models. In its hybrid interpretation, such a model presumes time-sharing, 
in that one element is worked on at a time but that element may be abandoned while 
the processor works on another element for awhile, after which time the processor 
may return to the "first" element, and so on. Strict serial processing demands that 
each element be completed before processing is begun on the next. We may note that 
in certain experimental contexts, the distinction between time-sharing and seriality 
may be supererogatory. In a situation where a subject must attempt to monitor two 
different messages transmitted to separate ears, the elements can be conceived of as 
the separate (ear) channels. In time-sharing or serial processing with respect to the 
two channels, attention switches back and forth in an all-or-none manner between 
channels, but a plll'allel processor places attention on each channel simultaneously. 
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A last remark concerning tenninology. We shall refer to stage 1 as the state of a 
system ~rom the start of processing until the first element is completed. Similarly, 
stage 2 ts the state of a system from the completion of the first until the completion 
of the second, and so on; stage i is the state of the system from the completion of the 
(i -lf11

elementtothecompletionofthel11 • Atstagen +I asystemisonceagainat 
rest. 

Practically our entire discussion will be based on the concept of rates of processing 
and ord~r of completion of the elements being processed. 

The co~cept of order of completion is, of course, natural and well-defined. Rate, 
however, IS more fuzzy. We shall take the tack here of establishing rate as a variable 
express~d i~ specific cases as a positive number. In certain simple distributions on 
processmg t1mes, these rates will appear as actual parameters in the models. The rates 
are the~ related. in a very natural way to mean intercompletion times and overt 
P~e~smg durations. However, "rate" may also be defined in tenns of selected 
statiStiCS. 

For example, if the mean (expected) time to completion for (a) is E,.(t), then we 
could def!ne .the rate of processing of (a) as u .. = 1/E,.(t); in models based on 
ex~nent1cal. mtercomp~etion times, this relationship appears automatically. • 
. F1rst, cons1derthe senal models. Let u,. 1 =processing rate for element (a)when it 
IS prcx:e~sed first, (i.e., during stage I) and fir, 1 the processing rate for element (b) 
":hen 11 IS :"~ocessed first. Similarly, let u, 2 be the processing rate for element (a) 
giVen that 11 IS processed second (stage), after (b) and u. 2 the rate for (b), when it is 
~econd, after (a). f..:et p be the probability that (a) is processed first. It is extremely 
Important to n~te that p .is, in general, independent of the processing rates in serial 
mod~ls. That 1s, .the senal system may be viewed as making a selection among the 
poss1ble processmg orders on each trial according to some arbitrary but fixed 
~robability distribution. In the case of two elements, the probability distribution is 
JUSt p f?r order (a) first, (b) second, and I - p for order (b) first, (a) second. 

Turn.mg top~llel models, let v,. 1 , v• 1 betheproce~singratesforelernents(a), (b) 
respectively, dunng stag~ I. In probabilistic parallel systems, either (a )or(b) may by 
chan~e be complet:d dunng stage I. If (a) has this distinction, then unless the system 
tennmates processmg for some reason, (b) will complete its processing at the rate 
vu: If (b) is finished first, (a) will be completed second at the rate va~. Unlike the 
senal mode!s, we expect the order of processing to depend on the relative rates of (a) 
and ~b) dunng stage. I, v,." vH If va 1 is much larger than v• 1 it may typically be 
pred1cted that (a) will finish first more often than will (b) and vice versa. 

'Typic~lly. quantit~ti~e statements concerning the 11, v, and p variables are elUICI only in the case of 
~els wuh exponenllaltntercompletion times, lhat is, for models whose intercompletion times (the t's in 
:•g. ~)can be described by density functions of lhe fonn U·exp(-ut). However, tlley may be approxima· 
t1ons '"other cases. One of the aims of t~is chapter is to indicale lhe existence of parallel and serial models 
that arr malllematically identical and dhcuss the related intuitions that hold exactly for certain classes of 
~dels and approximately for others. Precise delineation of the malhematical detail is beyond the scope of 
this chapter. Wtth regard to approximallOn, it is possible to make two models, one serial and the other 
par~llel, give identical predictions at, say, the level of mean RT, although the full models are not 
equtvalent on all possible statistics (see Townsend, 1972a). 
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Of the four issues raised in the introduction, that of parallel vs. serial processing is 
pivotal. The reason is that the interpretalion of the other issues assumes different 
fonns in parallel as distinguished from serial processing. 

We do not have sufficient space to reiterate in depth previous results on parallel and 
serial models that are equivalent, and therefore indistinguishable by behavioral data. 
But, the resultant intuitions that relate to ideas of rates and order of processing will 
help elucidate the present information structure and the four issues in particular. 

A Coin Tossing EKample 

Let us consider a coin tossing analogy. The analogy corresponds quite closely to 
the actual modeling situation, where parallel-serial equivalence can appear. The main 
difference is that in the coin case, we use discrete time but in the typical real modeling 
case, continuous time. One other important difference will be pointed out below. 

Consider as the serial analog a coin tossing mechanism that tosses each of five 
coins, one at a time. It must obtain a head for each coin before going on to the nellt, 
and we assume each coin may be identified by some mark placed on it. For a given 
experiment, the mechanism sets up a probability distribution on the different process
ing (tossing) orders for the five coins. Arbitrarily assigning the letters a, b. c. d, and 
e as names for the coins, then anyorderoftossing, for example, <d, a, e, c, b>, will 
have some likelihood of being selected. It is assumed that there are no orders that 
never occur. Further, we assume that each coin may have its own, possibly unique. 
probability of coming up heads. 

As the parallel analogue, simply assume that all five coins are tossed simultane
ously, but each continues being tossed until it personally achieves a head. That is, all 
five coins are tossed, those coins attaining a head are removed, the remaining coins 
are again tossed simultaneously, and so on. The basic unit of time is that fixed interval 
required for one simultaneous toss. 

Now, in this discrete case, the parallel system can never quite be exactly the same 
as the serial because on a given toss (the fixed duration of a toss defining a unit of 
time) more than one head can come up. In the serial case, only one head can come up 
during the fixed unit of time. Thus, the exact probabilistic description, and therefore 
the sampling distribution, cannot be the same. However, when the basic time unit or 
interval is squeezed down smaller and smaller, in the direction of attaining continuous 
time, this difference disappears for many interesting models. ll In any case, we may 
compare the parallel and serial coin mechanisms in overall behavior to continuous
time parallel and serial systems. 

First, it is clear that if the same coins were used first in the parallel tossing system 

•we can not go into detail here but, for example, parallel models with intercompletion times that are 
independent across the elements at any given stage fulfil the condition that for very small intervals the 
probability oftwo or more completions becomes very small, thus making possible serial-like behavior. It 
should be noted thai independence referred to in this footnote is not independence of sucassivr intercom· 
pletion times or even necessarily of overall completion times (see "Independence vs. Dependence 
Issues"). 
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and then in the serial system, the time in toss units until the first head appears will be 
significantly shorter in the parallel than in the serial case. Hence, to make this time 
roughly the same, the probabilities (of a head) of the parallel coins will have to be 
made smalle~, or equivalently, the serial probabilities will have to be made larger. At 
each s~cceedmg stage the total behavior of the parallel coins has to correspond to the 
behavtor of the toss of a single coin in the serial system; either the serial coins, the 
parallel coins, or both must undergo some adjustment. The important point is that the 
summed activity of the parallel system must equal the individual activity of the serial 
system for each remaining number of parallel and serial coins. 

'The other critical aspect of the analog is the order of completions. Somehow, the 
probability distribution on these orders used by the serial system has to correspond to 
that obtained by chance in the parallel system. It is quite apparent that the order of 
finishing in the parallel system will depend on the various magnitudes of the 
head-probabilities of the coins. In the serial case, on the other hand, the actual order is 
entirely established by the probability distribution on the orders, independently of the 
c~in~· pr?babilities of turning up heads. Hence, we can tJy to make the serial system 
mtmtc thts aspect of the parallel system's behavior by adjusting the order probabilities 
so that, say, the likelihood that coin "d" gets a head third equals the probability that it 
~oes so b7 chance in the parallel system. If its parallel probability of getting a head is 
mtermed1ate among the others, this serial probability of being third would be 
relatively high. This probabilit}' could be easily arranged in the serial system. 
Conversely, the parallel head-probabilities could be adjusted to match the likelihoods 
associated with the order probability distribution in the serial system. 

Parameter Mappings That Can Render Parallel and Serial Models Equivalent 

Allhough we shall return from time-to-time with intuitions based on the coin 
example, let us tum to the continuous time case with our serial, "at• u"" and parallel, 
Vat• "~>'. ~ates (i =I: 2, the stages) for elements (a) and (b); recall that p is the 
probabtlny that (a) IS chosen to be processed first in the serial system. 

If equivalence is possible between serial and parallel models, then there must exist 
transformations or mappings that express the serial parameters in terms of the parallel 
~ammeters, and. vice ve:s~. Further, these mappings must ensure equivalent predic
tions of all posstble stattstlcs by the two models. The parameters of the serial model 
we will con~inue. discussing are the rates ua1, Ut.i, and p. The parameters in the parallel 
model are hkew1s~ v,1• "~>~·If such mappings can be found then, for example, typical 
values may be asstgned to the parallel parameters and the mappings used to find the 
corresponding serial parameter values. This serial model then will make predictions 
identical to those of the parallel model. 
In probabilistic continuous-time systems, the intercompletion times when more than 

one ele~ent is being processed in parallel will typically be shorter, assuming fixed 
processmg rates, t~an if only one is being processed. In fact, we can represent this 
speed-~p by su~mm~ the two p.arallel rates, v,. 1 + vbl. Hence, to make the parallel 
and senal behavtor ahke up unttl the first element is completed, it must be the case 
that u,. 1 = v,.l + vi> 1 when (a) is processed first in the serial system and u - v + 

' b1- a1 
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v, 1 when (b) is processed first in the serial system. That is, the sum of the processing 
rates for the two elements undergoing parallel processing must be the same as the 
individual serial rates during stage I. But observe that both ua 1 and uu must equal v, 1 

+ v& 1 in order for the behavior of the parallel and serial systems to look the same 
during the first stage of processing. This result suggests what turns out to be an 
important fact concerning the present parallel and serial models: The serial models 
are more general because the processing rate at stage I can depend on which element 
is being processed first. It is comparable to the greater generality of the serial coin 
tosser: the average waiting time to the very first head depends on which coin is tossed 
first. This means that the subset of trial son which coin "b," say, is tossed first will in 
general have a different frequency distribution and mean than will that subset of trials 
on which coin "e" was tossed first. The parallel tosser, on the other hand, will have 
the same probability distribution on every trial, that representing a series of simulta
neous tosses of coins with different probabilities attached. Similarly. the continuous
time parallel system and its model (or models) will have a description of the first inter
completion time (that is, waiting time to the first completion) that depends only on 
v,. 1 + v61 on every trial and hence cannot show the diversity of behavior for this event 
that the serial system and models can. 

The actual situation is somewhat more complex than this, since the serial systems 
can make the processing rates dependent not only on the element processed but also 
on the complete order uf processing of the various elements on a given trial. Thus, in 
the general case of n elements there are n! different serial processing rates for stage 
one, but only one for the parallel model. However, as processing evolves during a 
given trial, the parallel system gains more and more freedom, since it can make its 
rates depend on the previously processed elements and their order (on the same trial). 
During the final stage of processing the parallel system attains freedom equal to that 
of the serial system. To see this, observe that there are n different elements that can be 
processed last and (n - I)! different orders in which the other n - I elements could 
have finished, so there are n! different rates for the last stage in the parallel as in the 
serial system (the serial system can have n! different rates at every stage). It is 
reasonable that a serial system can predetermine processing order and have the 
potential of making processing rates depend on these orders, but the order of 
processing evolves by chance in probabilistic parallel systems and, hence, the parallel 
rates at stage I, for example. cannot depend on what element finishes fourth. A 
parallel system could only attain this aspect of generality processed by serial systems 
by the singular property of prescience. 

II would appear possible to get around this constraint by taking probability 
mixtures of parallel systems. That is, if n! parallel systems are available and one is 
chosen with some probability on each trial, then one could haven! different rates 
during stage I as in the serial systems. However, not only cannot this "mixed" 
parallel model be equivalent to the serial model, in general, but the serial model can
not generally be equivalent to the parallel. The main proviso here i5 that if the serial 
distributions are of a certain class, for example exponential, gamma, etc., then those 
distributions determining processing time frequencies for each element processed in 
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parallel must be the same, and vice versa. Probability mixtures of members of a 
certain class of distributions are not generally of lhe same class as the members. To 
see tllatthe mhted parallel model still cannot typically mimic the serial, observe that if 
we consider a single order, say (a) is first, of processing two elements, then the 
processing time for (a) will be given by a distribution depending on a single rate, but 
in a mixed parallel system, it would be given by a probability mixture of distinct-rate 
distributions. For similar reasons, the serial models cannot mimic mixed parallel 
models, except in degenerate cases or in cases where the underlying "component" 
distributions are assumed to be different in the parallel and serial models (see 
Townsend, 1972a, p. 178). 

Returning to ordinary parallel systems, we see that by setting u,11 = u61 = v,. 1 + 
v,,, and Un: = v., 2 , U~;z = vu the parallel and serial models look alike because the 
rates governing observable input-output behavior are alike. We are completely free to 
make u112 = va~and uu = vu because the parallel models' freedom at the last stage, 
here stage 2, equals 2, the same as the serial case. However, there is one other 
constraint that must be present, one relating to order of processing. Roughly, the 
likelihood that (a) is completed first in the parallel system should be related to the 
magnitudes of the rates v, 1 and viii, that is, 

Probability [(a) is completed first J Val 

But in the serial case this probability is just given by p. So for the orders to be 
comparable we require thatp = v., ,j(v, 1 + v" 1). By use of these parameter mappings, 
we can retrieve serial models that give behavior expected of parallel systems, and 
parallel models that yield behavioral predictions reminiscent of serial systems. For 
instance, the mapping above immediately tells what the serial parameters have to look 
like to mimic parallel behavior. The reverse mappings, parallel parameters written as 
functions of the serial parameters. are just v,, 1 = p x u 1, v" 1 = (I -p) xu 1,1•, 2 = 
u, 2• vh 2 = "" 2; note that we use u ,to stand for the common values of un 1 and u6 1• It is 
important to notice though, that the direction of the mapping, parallel-to-serial or 
serial-to-parallel, does not by itself specify whether the models are describing activity 
typically associated with parallel as opposed to serial processing (or with either, for 
that matter). For example, the actual numbers fortheu's in a given case may already 
be such as to predict behavior commonly thought of as parallel; in this case when the 
v's are obtained via a serial-to-parallel mapping, the resulting values will be those 
"typical" of parallel models and, hence, of parallel systems. However, if the 
numerical values of the u's are those expected of serial systems, then the v's will be 
specified parameters of a parallel model that yield serial-like predictions. 

Can people process in parallel? Here, as in the applications section, we see that the 
finn establishment of one or the other way may be quite tricky. Further, the proper 
answer to the question will almost certainly be positive for some types of processes 
and negative for others. Surely the brain is capable of doing a number of complex 
thing.s ~imultaneously. For instance, the driving of an automobile while engaged in 
soph1st1cated problem solving is obviously parallel processing. albeit by probably 
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more or less functionally distinct subsystems. Another aspect is a tie-in with .organiza
tion or Gestalt properties of the stimulus or task. In watching a ballet. II appears 
considerably easier to "pay attention" to all the dancers si~ul~an~ously when they 
are involved in rhythmic movements with a high degree of s1m1lanty and symme.try 
across individuals and continuity in time than when the dancers are performmg 

sequences less integrated into a holistic Gestalt. 

THE SELF-TERMINATING VS EXHAUSTIVE PROCESSING ISSI,JE 

Basic Concepts 
As shall become increasingly apparent, the parallel-serial distinction, being di

rected to how the available processing resources are deployed to the inputs, serves as 
a basic descriptive agent and largely determines the approaches to the other issues. 

There are many occasions in perceptual and memorial experiments where the 
information sufficient to make a correct response is embedded in only part of the total 
stimulus pattern presented to the subject. In this case, if the subject's information
processing system is capable of a cessation of processing when that information has 
been obtained, we say it is self-terminating. Otherwise it is exhaustive: It must always 
process all the information available. Of course, some trials by their very nature may 
require exhaustive processing. but this does not enable us to call the processor 
exhaustive. It is the incapability of self-termination that is defined as exhaustiveness. 
An experimental paradigm on memory search that involves trials where self
termination can occur, and others where processing must be exflaustive, with respect 
to the basic input units (in this case digits), is given in the Sternberg ( 1966) paper, and 
a visual span of apprehension analog to this design is given by Atkinson el al. _(1969!. 
The "detection paradigm" formulated by Estes and Taylor(l964) and menttoned m 
the introduction, is basically a two-alternative forced-choice design that allows for 

self-termination on all trials. 

General Memory and Display Search Predictions for Two Elements 

Let us imagine a Sternberg (1966) (or Atkinson et al., 1969) task where on every 
trial either one or two letters are presented to a subject for memorization, followed by 
presentation of a target Jetter. The subject responds positively if-the target is in the 
memory and negatively if not. On one-half of the trials, the target is in the memory 
set; in the other half, it is not. Accuracy is high and RT is the main dependent 
variable. RT includes other components besides tflat of the processing times, of 
course, but we must ignore those here. Before giving serial and parallel predictions 
for self-terminating and exhaustive-processing times, we need to recall some simple 
relations between processing rates and mean processing times. 

The situation is especially nice for serial models, since the average of the sum of 
individual processing times is the sum ofthe individual (element) averages. If we take 
the relation of the mean processing time to the rate as the aforementioned reciprocal 
relationship, then the expectation or mean for, say, element (a) at stage I is simply 
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E(t,, ,) = 1/u, 1• W~en procer.sing is exhaur.tive and we know thai (a) is processed 
first, then the total mean processing time is just E(t) = (l/u., 1) + lluu. 

However, turning to parallel models, we have connected the rates of intercomple
tion times, at any given stage, to the sum of the individual rates. The intuition for this, 
again, is that with many elements undergoing processing simultaneously, the chances 
are increased that one of the elements will be finished in a relatively early time, 
simply by chance. Although parallel models obviously do not pemiit simple additiv
ity of processing times for the individual elements, we may still retain an additivity of 
intercompletion times, the overall sum of intercompletion times just being the overall 
processing time. Thus, we dissect the total processing time, be it self-terminating or 
exhaustive, into the separate intercompletion times and add them up. Now we have 
seen that regardless of which element, (a) or (b), finishes first in the present parallel 
systems, the rate of this event is just v,. 1 + v& 1; so according to our reciprocal rule 
relating mean processing times and rates, E(t,. 1) = £(t61) = (l/v,. 1 + vbl).6 

However, if(a) finis~es first then (b) goes ahead and completes processing at the rate 
vu. and if (b) finishes first then (a) continues until its completion with rate v, 2• 

Hence, the average total exhaustive completion time given that (a) is completed first 
is E(t/(a)first) = (l/v, 1+vb 1) + (l/v112) and the other is E(t/(b)first) = (l/v, 1 + 
vb,) + (1/v.,z). 

Relating these developments to the Sternberg paradigm when n = 2, and designat
ing ''processing'' as being the comparison of the target letter with each of the memory 
letters, we observe that an "input" to the processor is a pair of letters, the target and 
one of the possible memory letters. 

On a p:>sitive trial, that is, the target is also in memory, if processing is 
self-terminating, the serial predictions for the two possible cases of target placement 
are 

E(tltarget is (a)) =PM! 1 + (1-p) <.!j + b (I) 

and 

E(t!target is (b))= p (-,.
1 +~) + (1-p)-

1
-

a I b 2 "&I' 
(2) 

The prediclion for negative trials and for all trials if processing is exhaustive is 

E(t !target absent or processing is exhaustive) = 
I I I I 

p (;;;;J + ;;;;;> + (1-p)(;;-;;- + .. , 2). (3) 

•This property implies thai lhe average first-stage processing time is independeal of which element 

finishes fi~t; i! is peC:Uiiar to~ class of processes of which the exponen!ial is a special case. Investigation 
Clf a functtonal equation that IS necessary and sufficient for parallel-serial equivalence with independent 
parallel models (Townsend, 1974 ), shows !hal in more general cases, the class of serial models may still be 
more general tllan the cla~s of parallel models. The more general limitation on parallel models is closely re· 
lated ro lhis special case limitation. 
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We see that when the target is (a) that self-termination is reflected in the absence of 
the (b) component when (a) happens to be processed first, with probability p, and 

vice versa when the target is (b •· 
To arrive at the parallel predictions we could work directly from our remarks about 

additivity or intercompletion times, but we may alternatively use our previously 
established serial-to-parallel mappings to immediately acquire them. That is,letp = 
(v

11 
.fv,. 

1 
+ V& 1J, u,. 1 = ub 1 = u1 = vn 1 + v,." u, 2 = v, 2, U,z = Vu; which converts Eqs. 

(1), (2), and (3) to 
v.,, I VtJI 

E(rj target is (a)) = --X --+ -- x 
• v, 1+v61 Va 1+vb 1 v, 1+v,, 

I I ·· I v,, 
[--+-]=--+ x-, 

V111 +v61 Vaz v,,+v,. 1 v, 1+vb 1 v,z 

I l~, I 
E(t !target is (b)) = -- + -- x --, 

v, 1+vb 1 v, 1+v,, v1, 2 

E<rl target absent or processing is exhaustive) = 
I v,., I Vbt I 

-- + x--+ x--. 
v, 1+v61 v01 +vb 1 v62 v,,+,~, Vaz 

Serial system 

z • I I 
I ol 0 llstop 

ol completed (b) uncompleted 
I • o 

zbl • 1bl za2 = 1a2 I 

,. 0 

I I I stop 

(b) completed (o) completed 

Parallel system 

z • ' 

<{I al (a) ::m~t~: 
)-----II stop 

(b) uncompleted 

Z •I +I 

(

I a2 bl a2 llstop 

(o) completed 
z •I 

I bl bl II stop 
(b) completed · 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

fiG. 2. Self-terminating serial and parallel systems when completion of element (a )terminates processing. 
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So far. w ,ood, Figure 2 shows in schcmalic lonn I he opernlions of self-1ennina1ing 
PQrallel and ~rial systems in the 3ituali0ft when (a) is the 1argct. 

The Slandard Serial Model 
Thcony problem wilh appHcuion of1he foregoin' formulae to real data islhat !he~ 

ate five parmlCttr~ in lflcKrialmodd (p. 'Ctt· "-'•· U.t. uu)and four in theparafld 
f•,. •· 'i•· "•t• '\:). There will in general be (tt + I) ! - I ptra~rers for rh~ serial 
model and 

n-1 
n ! I 

.t •O i! 

fa the pa13Uef. for each value or " Now, a typical experiment and dJta 
mluc:Jion m>y rcsull in only • ~ I dcpu$ of freedom, 11 each value of n, 
«<n:sponding lo I hen serial posilion men Rrs wllen the 101ge1 is present and 1 for 
tlac largel-ab..,nl mea• RT. And !his is wilhoul oonsidoring RT componellls from 
Oilier paru cit he information pmc:essing <h.ain~ Hcrce. it i.s of subnantiaJ intereSt to 
in~stigate models w ilh fu-nhcr constnints on their parameters. A favorite serial 
model results from as5uming 1h1t "-• • "•• • u..., • u41 , • u, that is. the foerial rate 
parameter i.scon.s:tant acros..\ the ''ariouscle:mt:nls and also rhroLgh rhc dil:ercnt stages 
of pmcessong, Further, !his homogeneily of processing ra1e is exle.nded across 
doffcrcnl numbers of inpul elemenls 10 be processed, so !hal if u, sUnds for the 
pr«:essmg ntc for n ,. I, Uz for the JX'('JCCSSJn& rate 'Nhen n = 2, ere., then the Jarter 
assumpcion is expressed at u, • ''z • u~ • .. .. • u,.. where n• is the Jarges« 
number <.lf inputs conceived of for an experiment. This fast as$umprion basic.ally in
volve~ capachy norions as we shall see IIIler . 
. A ~nown r:•ct of ~Ca1isrics tclh us that rhe mean or a sum of randomly disrributed 

ume.< 1s equallo 1he sum or I he means or the individ~fllimes. Thus, any 101 of disUi· 
butions yielding rneansthat arc equal on I he d1fferent elements, independent of order 
~nd magniludc of n. W'lf be rderred 10 as n s:1andard serial model. Specific atSump
uons about the uOOerlying probnbilily di:.;tribucions will, of course, yield paniculu 
me mhers of 1he clo.~.s or srondard serial mldels. 

lhc prec::cding a:-.:-.utnption.s yi.:ld the c:lo.sucal straight line RT function.$ as n is 
van:d. lnilcrting I he~ constrained values o' lhe u, in expressions ( 1 ), (2), .lnd (3) we 
obtatn, 

I 
f.C tl1argc1 is (o)) • - (2-p), 

" 
Eitllargu is (b)) •.!. (l+p). 

" 
!ftltar,cc ab5ent 01 processinaes exhaustive) • 2.. 

" 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

The rtsulllng prOtt..tSirg time o. a negarn.c (target abscnl) triaJ 1hen n = 2 is 
obv0u$ly jusll'-"icc. "'h11 ic is when n • I . When processing is seff.termioalint. it 
can be seen r·om l:.qs (7) ond (S) lhaJ 1hc proces<ing 1ime <n a posi11ve (targe~ 
prescnl) Ina I """ depend on which elcmen1 is 1hc large!. 
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h i$ cyp cal to presume tht~tlhe co~rhon times forrhe diffcrcnc items or elemtnts 
(e.g .. d1lleren1 leuers oflhe alphabet) used in a Slcmberg !ask are •lxlu11he :ame; 
cert3inly 1he d1ffertnt item\. us"'lty leuen or numual~ are ranc!omly a.<t:~gne:d 
positions tn chc: displays. We thercro~e u.se (a) 11d (b) tO de.s.ignatc different serial 
posilions. Thus. (a) is Jaken as serial posilion I and (b) a; serial posilion 2. lrthc 
{etters are displayed visually. serial position I re&:rs to the leftmost elcmenr. and so 
on until serioal posicion n is rhe last co-.~rd the righL I ( chey are presenctd aC'ousri.:aJiy. 
serial pos tion I refers lQ chat dr:mcnc pre~m:d firsa, serial po.'\ition 2 •<· rhar 
presented sec.ond. etc . 

Hence. it happen1 that pro«sstna bme ""'"differ according ro serial position on 
posjtive trals wMn" • 2 if ~elf·krminacion i.s rossiblc: oad p is net equalcc 1/2. 
!This can be roncloded by 11speC110e of Eqs (7) and (8 •. ] The Iuter meau. or 
cou~.1hH the subjccl does net proeess(a) lirsl just aso ltena.< be ~sses (b)lir<t. 
n.t next tiling co noll: isrha11he prc"~«Utng limt a.-engtd O\' tr ~rial positions • .tgain 
'MUming 'ilndom piKcmcnt Of the 13f!CI, il: gi\':O by 

) 

E(1l1•r"'1 prucnl) • --. 
211 

(10) 

The general formulae chat give the iitraighc fines •~ funccbns of n, again witt 1hc: 
constrained u·s. are 

li(r I target •bsenl) • -"-, 
II 

n I --+--. 
2ll 2u 

E Ct l largcl prueal) • 

( I I ) 

(12) 

where Eq. (I I ) clea~y is I he rcsull of summing n average processing !imes. an~ Eq. 
(12) may be thought of as procecd1ng from the frw chut on lhe nverage positive rrial 
the seJf.tc:rnin~:~ lingJ,rOCc:nor will go luff. way through then elements in order t<· find 
lhe large I. E•prcS-<io.s (I I) and ( 12) y1eld lhef~mous. bul rnr<ly encounlered. 2-lo- I 
slope rarioof negativ¢ to po~iti•tc: proce.s(Oing rinle(, (n/ u) + (n /2u) =:: 2. We orrir 1he 
eJI.presslon;; lh;ll c;orrcspond. in the c:asc ararbilrnry n. to Eq~. (7) and (8) , since !hesc 
can depend in quite comple~ w1ys Oft the probability dtslribution on precessing o-ders 
of1hcn elcmenl<. The resulls up IOherelead ~ 10 ~emartc on a dilemma 1ha1 has laced 
investigators nf 1hc Stcmbers 11Kf sim~br p:aradi!m~: h is possible I·J obtain !Crinl 
posicion cfrects, which ~ur.gcM ~ff·termination. and to simultaneously obtain e1:ual~ 
sope:d postive and negative RT functiOns, which suggcsu exhaustive proce!sing 
(with, foruample. ~ lope~ o( tt /11) We shall purwt lhis dilemma in :)Ur secliCil on 
3,plkacion' 10 re011l <bu11 . We .!h1ll deb) conjidcntion of a typical sclf·tcrmin 111ing 
pnali<l mooc:l unul the 1\t>l >ecllon. <ince il lie< in .. ,u wilh !he independence· 
d!pendenct issue _ However. 'NC: c~ the prt'\elll discussion by no·ing a pacallel 
modelthac ;ivc,cquivalcnc prcd~ehon~ ca the prc:.scnl cqual·&t serial mode: I Let v, 1 = 
JU. v., .c (I - p)u. •. , • l·u • u Thalli does g•vc equivalent predicllons may be 
con finned by plugg1og lhe<o< VOJu<" o f I he parallel paramelcrs illlo cxpr<UIOM (4), 
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(5), and (6). More general serial-to-parallel mappings for larger values of n have been 
worked out elsewhere (Townsend, 1972a, 1972b). 

THE INDEPENDENCE VS DEPENDENCE ISSUE 

Independence of Total Completion Times 

In some respects this issue is difficult to discuss. One reason is that there are many 
kinds of independence. The second is that the type we wish to approach has as yet 
been studied empirically only a little. This, as mentioned in the Introduction, is 
independence of total completion times of the various elements. We take especial 
note here that in all subsequent sections, when we speak of independent parallel 
processing or models, we are referring to independence of total completion times. By 
total completion time, we refer to the total amount of time the whole system is in 
operation before the element whose total completion time we are recording is 
finished. Putting it another way, the total completion time in a serial system is the 
processing time of the element whose time we are recording plus the sum of the 
processing times of the other elements whose processing precedes this designated 
element. In a parallel system, on the other hand, the total completion time is just the 
processing time of the element itself. Viewing Fig. I a again, we see that our total 
completion time for (b)for the particular case shown, is <., 2 = Ia 1 + t62 in the case of 
the parallel system, and z., 1 + 4 2 = ta 1 + tu in the case of the serial system. Neither 
the actual processing duration notation, given by thez's, nor the intercompletion time 
notation, given by the t's, is that needed for total completion time, so let us use x to 
refer to this new variable. Letxa and x~ refer to the total completiorltimes of elements 
(a) and (h) respectively. Then, we wish to learn something about how and/or why x .. 
affects or is interdependent with x,. 

Independent parallel models. Simply on the face of it, we might suspect that 
since these variables are just the processing times for the parallel models, indepen
dence would be easier or more natural to come by. Indeed, this is the case, as we may 
by fiat declare it so by selecting processing time probability distributions for x, andxb, 
so that they are independent; that is so thatftx,,x/JJ= ft.xfl) Xft.Jb) where ft.x,,x,) is the 
joint probability density function for .x, and .xb, andf(.x,) andftx&) are the respective 
marginal density functions. 7 In particular, the mathematical formulation for those 
simple parallel models possessing exponential intercompletion times, which corre
sponds to the intuitive parallel descriptions used throughout the other sections, can be 
easily made to do this. Let v0 1 = v6 ~o V& 1 = vb 2, and this results in an independent 
parallel model. The rationale is that since the rate of processing (a) and of (b) 
proceeds unchanged across stages, there is no effect in completion time of one can 
have on the other. 

Aside from the independence itself, we can observe that the average total times for 

'Roughly, fl.x., x.) u the joint probability density function gives the likelihood that the values x. • .x. 
occur. The marginal probability density funclionsf(x,).j(x.), give the likelihoods of x •• x •• ~spectively. 
when o11e has averaged over .x., x., ~spectively. For a more precise treatment see Parzen (1960). 
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(a)and (b), withouttheindependenceassumptions, are just Eqs. ~4) ~nd (5), E(.x,) = .· 
(4) and E(xb) = (5), in other words, the expressions for SC:If-termmatmg means ~hen 
the target is (a) or (b), respectively. However, under our mdepehdence assumpttons, 

Eqs. ( 4) and ( 5) reduce to 

I 
E(x,.) = -v-· 

" 
(4') 

(5') 

This is the parallel independent model that will be applied to RT data from a search 
task in the section on applications. Its model yields accuracy predictions of the sort 
associated with the parallel, independent sampling model suggested by Wolford et al. 
( 1968). However, there were no processing time assumptions attached to their ~el 
apart from that of independence. Since their main interest was accuracy results wtth 
repetitions of the target element, specifte processing time distributions we~n't 
necessary. Any model that predicts f(x0 , xt,) = j(x,.) X j(x~), and the obvtous 
generalization to larger values of n, will predict independence of sampling for a fixed 
allotted time allowed the processor. That is, if total completion times are independent 
then, given a fixed time t that processing is going on, the probability that (a) is 
completed during that time is independent of whether or not (b) is finished during the 

same time interval. In symbols, 

p [(b) is completed during timet !(a) is completed during time I] 
= P ((b) is completed during time I] 

or equivalently, 

p ((a) and (b) are both completed during timet] 

= p ((a) is completed during timet J X P [(b) is completed during timet]. 

Turning from the question of independence for a moment, we inquire if there are 
manipulations in the rates can cause dependence in parallel models. The answer is 
yes. Thus, a mathematical specification of parallel models gives a negative correla
tion when v, 1 < va 1 and vu < v,. 1• The reasoning is that ifthe second stage rates are 
slower than the first stage rates, knowing that, say, (b) was completed during that 
time increases the likelihood that part of (a)'s processing time was governed by the 
slower rate. Thus, the chances are increased that a longer processing time was 
required for (a) and, hence, reduces the probability that it was completed during the 

fixed timet. We write this 

P [<b) is completed during time 1l(a) is completed during timet] 
< p ((b) is completed during time t] 

p [Ca) is completed during time tl(b) is completed during time 1] 
< P [(a) is completed during time 1]. 
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Taking the opposite tack and setting the parallel rates so that va 2 > v, 
1 

and vl>2 > 
~h 1 ensu~s that if one of the elements is completed sometime during a fixed time t, it 
IS more hkely that the other was also completed during that interval. That is, 

P [(b) is completed during timet /(a) is completed during timet J 
> P [(b) is completed during timet J 

P [(a) is completed during lime t I {b) is completed during timet J 
> P [(a) is completed during time t J. 

II may be apparent that by trying intennediate alternatives, such as va 2 > va 
1

, but vb 
2 

< v, I• that intennediatecases may be attained. Here, foreJCample, the occurrence of 
(a)'s completion would lower the chance of (b)'s, but the completion of (b) would 
enhance the likelihood that (a) was also finished. 

· . Independent serial models. Where do serial models stand on the question of 
md~pend~n~e o_f total completion times? Again, hammering home the point of the 
~og1cal d1stmct1Veness of the four issues, we find that serial models may yield 
~ndependence ~r ne~ative or positive dependencies, these three possibilities appear
mg as the relat1onshtps among the rate parameters are changed. In fact, it should now 
occur lo ~s that we have o~ly to employ our previous parallel-to-serial mappings to 
create senal models that ev1dence any of the three possibilities. This type of interplay 
crops up a~ain. and again in exploring processing structure of parallel and serial 
models: It IS quite frequent thai one investigates either the serial or parallel model 
depending on which is most "natural" in some sense, simplest to work with, or both: 
and.tbenemploys t~e transformations of the variables (parameter mappings) that give 
eqUivalent results 10 terms of the other type of model. 

Thus, lo achieve an independent serial model setp = (v. /v. +v. ) u - u - u 
• n a b • nJ- bl- 1 

= Va .+ v,: l\,2 = vao U,z = v,. Note that the independence constraints are already 
contatned m the parallel parameters and these are now incorporated into the serial 
struc.tur~ via the ~ap~ings. To illustrate this, we can write the average self
termm~tmg processmg times in the serial version and then use the mappings to show 
the eq~1valence · Of c~urse, equivalence of the average processing times says nothing 
about mdependence m ge~eral, but it wi.ll give us a hint about what is going on in 
ave~ged performance Without deeper mvolvement in the mathematics. So, we 
rewnte Eq. (1): 

E(t/targer is (a)) I 1 I 
p--+(1-p)(-- + --) 

u,, Uhl Uaz 

_v_,_ 
v, +vh <-'- + --'-> 

v, +l'b \'n 

( _v,__ vh I vll +---)---+ 
1'• +vh v, +~., vn +v, vn(v, +v1,) 
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(I + __ v_,_) 
v, +v, v, 

v, 

Similar operations show Eq. (2) to be: 

E(rjtargel is (h)) 
I I I 

p (--+--) + (1-p) --
u, 1 U1>2 llbr 

v, 

It is not at all difficult to arrive at serial models that possess positive or negative 
correlations in total processing times by way of our parallel-serial equivalences. 
Given our limited space, however, we choose to take a brief look at a standard serial 
model with specific assumptions about the probability distribution on the intercom
pletion times. This is the model with a processing rate that is constant over stages, 
elements, and different number of input elements. It yields the average processing 
time predictions of the standard serial model presented in the previous section. When 
these assumptions are embedded in a model with ell.ponential intercompletion times 
and when p = I or p = 0, the model becomes a Poisson process or alternatively and 
equivalently, the total completion times are Gamma distributed. For any value of p. it 
can be shown that there is a positive correlation between, say, x.. and x, when n = 2. 
Thus, when it is known that (a) bas completed processing during time t, the 
likelihood is increased (over what it would be if there were no knowledge of (a) ) that 
(b) has also been finished during that same time period. This particular serial model 
corresponds to one of the parallel models, as far as the independence problem goes, 
that assumes an increase in processing rates across stages, with the relative values of 
the v's at each stage mimicking the serial probabilities of the various processing 
orders. 

Figure 3 shows how parallel and serial rates act in cases of positive dependence and 
Fig. 4 shows independence when (a) is finished first. Note that to achieve indepen- · 
dence, it is not enough simply for the serial rates at stage 2, u0 2, u, 2, to be less than the 
stage I rate, u 1; they must be less than pu 1 and (I - p )u., respectively. 

Other Types of Independence 

Before leaving the topic of independence, it may be helpful to our perspective to 
review some of the types of independence other than that of total completion times. 

Independence of number of elements. For the first, it is common to use the 
term independence to refer to a functional independence of the number of elements to 
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FIG. 3. Positively dependent systems shown when (a) is completed first. 
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FIG. 4. Independent systems shown when (a) is completed firs!. 

be proces_se.d, which has no necessary logical connections with statistical indepert
~ence. If II ts found t~at_ RT curves ~s n is varied are flat, it is said that processing is 
mdepe~dent. of n · Thts IS okay, but It must be kept in mind that the question of how 
~rocessmg t1me ~nd therefore RT varies as n varies is really one of capacity, as noted 
tn lhe Introduction. 

Donderian independence. The tenn "stage" is often used to denote successive 
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subsystems in the human infonnation-processing chain. Used in this more macro
scopic sense, if two successive stages are additive in that the processing time or' the 
second begins immediately when the first is completed and not before, and if they are 
non-interactive in the sense that variables that affect the magnitude of the processing 
time of one do not affect that of the other, then here also a separate type of 
"independence" occurs. An hypothesis that this kind of independence characterizes 
successive stages is tenned an "assumption of selective influence" by Sternberg 
( 1969). Two successive stages will be dependent in this sense if something that 
affects the overall average magnitude of one affects the overall average magnitude of 
the other (see also Pachella's discussion of this type of independence, this volume). 
This type of independence is statistical only in the sense that statistical analyses, as 
linear regression or analysis-of-variance, may be used to test it. 

Independence of successive lntercompletlon times with element Identity. 
Yet another kind of independence, or dependence, is statistical in a fundamental 
sense. Some serial models, associated with this kind of independence, which give 
means that are additive in the mean processing times of the individual elements (i.e., 
giving those serial fonnulae presented earlier), posit independence of successive 
intercompletion times. That is, the fact that (a) finishes first in exactly t msec has 
absolutely no bearing on how long it now takes (b) to be processed, and vice versa if 
(b) is completed first. Although this sense of independence at first may appear to be 
intimately related to that of total completion times, models possessing independence 
of successive intercompletion times can predict either independence of the type (i.e., 
of total completion times) we considered in detail earlier. Parallel models can also 
possess independence of successive intercompletion times with element identity. In 
fact, the models on which we base our discussions in this chapter assume this type of 
independence. 

Independence of successive intercompletion times without element iden
tity. A slightly grosser level at which the question of independence may be asked is 
with respect to whether the overall processing time of the second element is indepen
dent of the processing time of the first. This is not quite the same thing as that in the 
preceding paragraph. There, not only the duration of processing of the first i!l given, 
but also the identity of the element processed first. In the level referred to here, the 
identity is not known, only the duration of the first element's processing is known, 
with an averaging over the identity of the elements. It can be shown that the presence 
of independence of successive intercompletion times with element identification does 
rtot imply independence of successive intercompletion times when such knowledge is 
absent; nor does it imply dependence. 

One other remark is pertinent here. The general idea of independence of intercom
pletion times, or successive stages in the microscopic sense used in this paper, may be 
applied to macroscopic successive stages. That is, it may be asked whether, for 
example, stimulus encoding time is statistically independent of short-tenn memory 
storage time. This question is itself "independent" or orthogonal to the question of 
the Donderian type of independence. Thus, an experimental manipulation that affects 
the overall rate of processing in the stimulus encoding stage may or may not affect the 
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over~ll rate of processing in tile storage stage. Either may occur without in any way 
rc:Jatmg_to whether or not the magnitude of time taken by the encoding stage on a 
g1ven tnal affects that taken by the storage time on the same trial. For instance, the 
latt~r ~ay show a c~rrelation via a trial-to-trial interdependence of the two stages • 
de~1at1ons aboutthe1r relative means. On the other hand, we could discuss models in 
wh1ch t~se two types of dependence are tied together, but since they are not 
necessanly connected they should always be treated in a logically separate manner. 
. In concl.uding this section, it is germane, as usual, to emphasize the limitations on 
1~terpretat1~ns of experimental results. A finding of independence of total completion 
Innes, for mstance, although perhaps more intuitively associated with parallel 
m~els, can be predicted by serial models. Hence, under conditions where there 
m1ght ~ some slowing down of processing by a serial mechanism in succeeding 
stages, Jt rna~ be reaso~able to postulate a serial, independent system. Conversely, 
there m~y ex1~t processmg tasks where processing is parallel but a warm-up effect 
occurs,. mducmg a speed-up of processing rates; such a system can yield positive 
correlations of the sort associated with serial systems. 

THE LIMITED VS. UNLIMITED CAPACITY ISSUE 

Basic Concepts 

The capacity issue refers naturally enough to the distinction between channels or 
processors that take more time or make more errors as the number of inputs increases 
-a~ opposed to th~se. that do no~. This theoretical dichotomy is frequently referred to 
as hmlted- vs. unhmlted-capacJty processing systems. 

:o ~sure, n~ real syste~, biolo~ical,_electronic, or mechanical, ever really has 
unhm~ted cap~c1ty · All phys1cal or b10log•cal devices or systems have an upper limit 
on the.'r capac1ty. In fact.' t~e term "a!tention" would be unnecessary in psychology if 
the~~~~ really h.ad.unhml~ed _ca~acny. However, it is quite helpful to entertain the 
posslbthty that Wtt~m certam hm1ts a system might perform in a constant manner (to 
be ~a~~ more prec1se below) regardless of the number of inputs. For example, the 
poss1b1~1ty that so~~ central agent responsible for monitoring incoming signals from 
our vanous modaht1es had unlimited capacity relati .. ·e to, say, hearing, seeing, and 
touch.was suggested to~ fal~ early in the history of experimental psychology, and 
the pnor:entry hypothesis (Bormg, 1950) (essentially a serial explanation) was used 
to explam how. t~e central agent reacted to more or less simultaneous inputs over 
separate mod~ht1es. A cu~ent matter of interest is whether for certain types of 
symbol-detectiOn tasks the VIsual system is capahle of acting as an unlimited capacity 
proc

1 
esso)r (Estes & Taylor, 1964; Erikson & Spencer, 1969; E. E. Smith, this 

vo urne. 

Any_compl~t~ theory of processing has to include structure. eJCplaining how errors 
may an~. W1thm the pres~nt theoretical treatment, which emphasizes the possible 
~tochastlc n.ature. o~ pr~ssmg of individual inputs, a natural way of introducing error 
IS th~ough time hm1tat1ons. For example. speed-accuracy tradeoff predictions can be 
obtamed by assuming the suhject establishes a criterion duration at the end of which 
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he makes a response based on the information he has been gathering up to that time. 
Clearly, error rate will be inversely proportional to the value of the criterion. 
Similarly, experimental manipulations of the duration that the stimulus inputs are 
available for processing, as with the use of brief displays and backward masking. 
would be expected to affect error probability. 

Another possibility in explaining speed-accuracy trade-offs, at least at a rudimen
tary level, would be to assume the subject sets a "state" criterion rather than a time 
criterion; that is, he might decide to quit processing after some given number of 
elements have been processed. More subtle versions of time-dependent decisions 
abound in the modem sensory and information-processing literature. A recent exam
ple of interest to which the reader is referred is the comparison of predictions by an 
average "waiting-time" criterion with those from a "count" criterion in 
psychoacoustic experiments (Green & Luce, 1972). 

We will confine our attention here primarily to how variation in number of inputs 
affects overall processing times, assuming, as we have throughout the chapter. 
essentially unlimited processing time is available, relative to the processing rates. 
Predictions of probability correct, etc., involving truncated processing times. can be 
retrieved by employing the same probabilistic descriptions of the models from which 
processing time predictions are derived. Any assumption of error-free processing is. 
to be sure, only an approximation under the best of conditions. Under certain 
circumstances, it may be that errors reflect aberrations in mechanisms other than the 
processes under scrutiny (e.g., the fast-guess model, Yellott, 1971 ). but this would 
have to be empirically demonstrated. We cannot go further into these issues here, but 
it is becoming increasingly apparent that a thorough treatment of the error problem is 
overdue in memory and perceptual-scanning studies. An approach that promises to he 
fruitful within certain experimental contests is offered by Theios, Smith, Haviland, 
Traupman, and Moy ( 1973). Their serial model employs some specific assumptions 
about order of processing in short-term memory search and derives predictions about 
errors, reaction time, and sequential effects. 8 

Capacity at Different Levels 

As noted above, the terms "unlimited capacity" and "limited capacity" are not 
very accurate ones. However, rather than resort to neologisms, we shall try to make 
clear how we believe the usual terms should be employed. Apart from the misleading 
semantic connotations, however, there is a more substantive problem, namely, the 
capacity issue may be raised with respect to any number of different levels of 

1Tbe same queslions could be posed for time and noise as are posed here for n. Thai is, sysrems I hal have 
unlimited capacity with respect lo lime limitations or with respect lo variations in lhe amounl of noi!le 
presenl, at least up loa point, are in principle conceivable. For example. one could devise a sysrem which 
up lo certain limits could provide a variable amounl of filtering action in order lo mainrain a constanl 
processing time and/or con slant accuracy rare. The presenllheorerical apparalus will have 10 he imhued at 
some poinl wilh structure for direct representation of noise effects before lalency prediclions concerning 
them can be dealt wilh. lllere is nol much evidence for human infonnalion·processing syslems I hal have 
tmlimited capaciry with respecllo lime, in olber lhan rbe trivial !lense of perhaps having much more time 
than they need under some condilions. 
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processing. Thus, unlimited capacity at the level of individual elements means that 
when an element is actually undergoing processing, the amount of time it requires to 
be processed is unchanged as the total number of input elements, n, is varied. The 
processing durations referred to are, of course, simply the z's in Fig. Ia. Limited 
capacity at this level would mean that some measure of the individual processing 
times, most likely the mean, would increase as n increased. At the opposite pole in 
the hierarchy of levels is exhaustive processing. Unlimited capacity at this level has to 
imply that the overall total time to complete all the elements, again probably a 
measure of central tendency like the mean, remains constant as n is increased. 
Limited capacity points to an increase in this measure. We shall use mean processing 
time as the desired measure. 9 

Two other related aspects must be mentioned in preparing to make specific 
statements. One is that fixing a type of capacity at one level may involve inexorable 
consequences in capacity at the other levels. Thus, we shall show that an assumption 
of unlimited capacity at one level may simultaneously force a limitation in capacity at 
higher levels, and something "better" than unlimited capacity at lower levels. 
"Higher" here refers to more elements, so the exhaustive level is higher than the 
individual element level. ''Better'' in the above sentence brings up the second aspect 
and suggests the concept of ''super capacity,'· in that processing may actually speed 
up on the average at· a given level as n increases; we shall use the term "super 
capacity" to that effect in the following. 

Unfortunately, the situation is even more complicated than we have so far admit· 
ted. The additional complexity arises because the rates, which specify speed of 
processing of individual elements, may be related to the individual mean processing 
time in an intricate manner. This happens, for example, when the rates are free to 
change across stages during a single trial. The outcome for modeling is that a parallel 
and serial model may make identical predictions everywhere, including capacity 
effects, but the ways the predictions are evidenced via the rates of processing will 
typically be completely different for the two. We shall have occasion to remark on 
this circumstance again below. 

The Standard Serial Model 

We begin with our typical or standard serial model, the one with equal u's over 
everything. The first point to be made here is that this model has unlimited capacity at 
the level of individual elements, since the rates and individual mean processing times 
are unchanged as n varies. As was emphasized earlier, this assumption that the serial 
rate is constant over differing values of n is in no way a necessary concomitant of the 
concept of seriality: one-at-a-time processing. In the present serial model, processing 
is of limited capacity both at the self-terminating level and at the exhaustive level of 
processing, since mean processing time increases (linearly as it happens) with n for 

'The reader may wish to try his hand at deriving predictions for a level we shall have to neglect here: that 
of minimum processing time. Egeth ( 1966) discusses some of these. 
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Standard serial 
model with equal 
C()nstant u· s 

Standard parallel 
UC detenninistic 
models 

Probabilistic 
nonindependent model 
that is UC at 
eJthaustive level 

Standard parallel 
probabilistic 
independent model 
with equal constant 
rates 

TABLE 1 

Capacil}' a~ a Function of Model and Level 

Level 

Individual 
element Self-tenninating 

uc LC 

uc uc 

sc sc 

uc uc 

Note.-UC = unlimited capacity; LC = limited capacity; SC = super capacity. 

EJthaustive 

LC 

uc 

uc 

LC 

both of these levels. These features are represented in the first row of Table I. 
Another feature of this serial model that is interesting to contrast with parallel models 
is that the limitations in capacity for these higher levels do not depend on any 
particular type of probability distribution for processing times. The fact that the mean 
processing time is just the sum of the means of the individual elements implies this 
generality. Indeed, it should be clear that a deterministic serial model that assumes a 
processing time of exactly 1/u for every element gives descriptions of capacity 
identical to probabilistic models that assume that 1/ u is the mean processing time for 

the individual elements. 

Standard Parallel Models 

It provides an interesting contrast to next discuss standard parallel models that also 
have unlimited capacity with respect to individual elements. Here, it does matter 
whether we are discussing deterministic or probabilistic models and systems. If 
processing is deterministic and processing rates for individual elements are un
changed as n increases, then the exhaustive and self-terminating processing times 
will also be unchanged and therefore of unlimited capacity. On the other hand, if 
processing is probabilistic, then whether exhaustive processing is of unlimited 
capacity will depend on whether correlations in total completion time exist (see the 
.;ection on the independence-dependence issue) and whether the correlations are 
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positive or negative. The deterministic parallel capacity predictions are shown in row 
2 of Table l. 1n 

To produce flat exhaustive curves in nondeterministic cases it must happen that 
processing somehow speeds up as n increases. A fairly reasonable way to produce 
this is to assume that as each element finishes, the remaining elements speed up 
proportionately. This assumption, along with the assumption that at the start of 
processing on any given trial, each element has the same rate as if there were only one 
element to be processed, is sufficient to produce a flat, mean exhaustive-processing 
time curve as a function of n. Thus, if v is the processing rate for a single element 
when only one is input, then that is also the processing rate for each of n elements at 
the first stage of processing when n are input. 

At the end of stage I, which is itself governed by total speed or rate nv (that is, the 
sum of then individual rates), assume that the new rate for each of then - I re
maining elements is (n/n - I )v, that it is (n/n - 2) at the third stage, and so on. The 
time required, on the average, for stage I is naturally the reciprocal of the total rate, 
namely. l/nv. Since the rate during stage 2 is (n/n - I )v for each of the remaining 
n - I elements, the total speed or rate is (n - I) x (nfn - I )v = nv, and by the same 
principle as before, the average time for stage 2 is just 1/nv. Following this line of 
rea~oning we see that the overall mean exhaustive processing time will then be the 
sum of the times over all n stages, 1/nv + 1/nv + .... + 1/nv = n x 1/nv = 1/v, the 
same duration as that taken when n = I, thus yielding exhaustive unlimited capacity. 
However, this model does not give unlimited capacity at the self-terminating or 
individual levels. On the contrary, it predicts super capacity performance on both 
these. This is because the average completion time for a given element is found by 
averaging over all the possible stages in which the given element would be com
pleted. If it is not finished until last, it lakes time 1/v. Any other stage of completion 
results in less time, so the overall average is itself Jess than 1/v, the time required for 
an element when n = I. Thus individual and self-terminating processing time is super 
capacity, that is, decreases with n (this may be shown precisely by carrying out the 
averaging process and observing the resulting expressions' behavior as a function of 
n ). Row 3 of Table I summarizes this model. Another characteristic of the model is 
that the total completion times are positively correlated. II 

'"A 5light intricacy in parallel deterministic processing should be noted here. If the elements to be 
proce~sed are heterogeneous with regard 10 how fast they can be processed, then increasing n will mean 
that, on lhe average, exhaustive time5 will increase. even though the rates oft he individual elements do nol 
increase as n increases. The reason is that since the longest time determines the exhaustive time, the more 
elements there a~ to be processed. the greater the likelihood that a very slow element will be included on 
any given trial. However. if self-terminating proces.~ing requires that only a single critical element be pro
cessed. then heterogeneity will not affecttlli5 processing time, since the probability of a slow or fast ele
ment being the critical element will be unchanged as n increases (under suitable stimulus randomization). 

''Yet another possibility is that while the elements" total completion times are parallel and independent, 
the individual times consist of a series of steps that are negatively correlated with one another; when one 
step takes a long time, the succeeding 5lep takes only a lillie time, and so on. The negative correlations in 
these random times could make the overall result appear deterministic, 
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There is a fair amount known about the case of independence of parallel total 
completion times and the influence of varying n on exhaustive processing times, 
especially when the processing time distributions are the same on all the elements. 
The reason is that the latter problem is really just that of computing the maximum 
value of a random sample of n identically distributed random variables. The 
maximum value corresponds, naturally enough, to the longest processing time of the 
n elements. The exact distribution of tile maximum is usually not trivial to find. 
However, the case of n independently sampled, identically distributed values (e.g., 
equal constant v's), is perhaps the most classic of modem statistics, so it. is not too 
surprising that something has been achieved on the mean or expected maxtmum as n 
varies (see e.g., Gumbel, 1958, p. 91). An important finding for most reasonable 
probability distributions on processing time for a single element is that the largest 
po.fsible mean or expected exhaustive processing time is E(t I exhaustive processing 

I u(n -I) d d d · · f of n elements) = E(t one element) +. r=--:-' where <T = stan ar evtatton or 
v2n-l 

n = 1. It follows easily from this ex~sion that this largest possi~le ~e.an exh~ustive 
time grows at a rate slower than V n 12. The curve of such a function IS tncreasmg hut 
at an ever slower rate. This does not imply that all exhaustive-mean predicted curves 
of unlimited-capacity (individual level) independent, parallel models must be posi
tive, and negatively accelerated as the above is. However it, along with the observa
tion that several typical distributions do just that, suggests this may not be uncom
mon behavior. Given an initial mean and standard deviation, it does give bounds on 
how much increase is possible for any larger value of n. This is apparently the 
rationale behind Sternberg's (1966) parallel-bound curve. 

In any case, this type of system or model is typically limited capacity at the 
exhaustive level by virtue of the increment in processing times associated with 
increases in n. It is also the set of models falsified by Sternberg's (1966) data. 
Nevertheless, the implication in that paper that the fairly steep straight-line RT 
curves obtained by varying the number of elements in memory cannot be predicted by 
independent parallel models is wrong, as we shall show later in the present section. 
On the other hand, it is true, by virtue of the negative acceleration pointed out in the 
preceding paragraph, that typical independent parallel models that are unlimited 
capacity at the level of individual elements do not predict linear increasing R T 
functions. 

To gain some insight into these negatively accelerated exhaustive-processing 
functions, assume that each of a set of memory elements is itself made up of more 
elementary features. Assume further that the memory elements are compared in 
parallel and independently with a target element but that within each memory element 
the features of which it is composed are serially matched against those of the target 
element. Now, since we are considering exhaustive processing, we ask about the 
finishing time of that last eleme11tto be completed. But, on the average, when all the 
features of the first element to be finished are done, some of the features of the olhers 
will also have been completed. Finally, when n - I of then memory elements are 
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done, mosl of 1he features of lhe last one will already be finished so only a litlle more 
rime will be required locomplete it Hence, if can be seen that for each added memory 
elemenl, a smaller incremenl to lhe exhauslive processing time will be added, rhis in
crement corresponding to the smaller number of unfinished features left after the next 
to last element is completed. 

A speciaJ case of this class of models is obtained when each memory element is 
compared holistically with the target letter, or equivalently, only a single feature is 
required for comparison. In this case, we let v represent the processing rate for each 
element, and since this model is unlimited capacity at the-level of individual ele
ments, the rate v is constant across values of n. This model, ac;suming as it does 
exponential intercompletion times, yields the expected negatively accelerated ex
haustive processing curves. 

The idea here is !hal when processing begins at stage I for arbitrary n, each element 
rate is v (for any value of n) and by our former remarks on intercompletion times for 
such parallel models, the first mean intercompletion time will be 1/nv. AI the second 
stage, with one element compleled, the tolal sum of parallel rates is (n - I )v so the 
next intercompletion time average is 11[ (n - I )v J and so on until the last intercom
plelion time is 1/v, yielding the exhaustive mean processing lime of 1/v + l/2v + 

I n I 
.... + l/m· = - I -:-· A note on this sum that is often useful is that its 

v i= I , 
curvilinearity is well approximated by log (n) and thus conforms to our previous state
ment about parallel independent, individual unlimited capacity, with identically 
distributed times having increasing negatively accelerated curves. 

What happens at the self-terminating level in these models? Since processing is 
independent on the individual elements' processing times, no element affects any 
other. and so the self-terminating time is invariant as n changes. Table I, row 4 
summarizes the capacity properties of these parallel models. 

Mimicking Parallel and Serial Capacity Predictions 

Parallel models that mimic the standard serial model. First, consider lhe 
slandard serial model (Table I, row I). We already possess the type of mapping 
strategy !hat produces parallel models that are equivalent to serial models when n = 
2. This same strategy may be expanded for larger n. Complete derivations are given 
elsewhere (e.g., Townsend, 1972a, 1974). Here we confine ourselves to seeing what 
the mappings look like when all processing orders are equally likely so that all the 
serial p values are equal. In that case. writing the equal v values as functions of n and 
stage, v(i,n) we have v(i,n) = [ v(l )/(n -HI) J. (v( I) = processing rate when n = 
I). Since at stage i, there are n -i + I elements remaining. all being processed at rate 
v(i.n), it follows that the total rate at each stage isju51 (n-i+I)Xv(i,n)=v(l). so 
that the average total time for exhaustive processing is nv( I). The average time for 
self-terminating processing is, of course. (n + l/2)v( I), so letting v(l) = u produces 
equivalent predictions to the standard serial model. 

On several occa~ions in this section, a within-trial speed-up of individual parallel 
rates has been employed to some purpose; in the present case, to help mimic standard 
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serial behavior. A possible rationale for such a speed-up is the reallocation of capacity 
that was devoted to a completed element to one or more of the uncompleted elemen!s. 

The preceding parallel model does not possess independen~e of total co~plet1on 
times of its elements, so it was not one of the parallel models datm~ to be fals~fied by 
Sternberg ( 1966). This study involved the memorization of le!ter hsts of :arymg (but 
small) size and a consequent presentation of a target ~etter whtc~ the ~ub_Ject reported 
as present or absent in his memorized Jist. However, 11 w~ then J~pl1ed that the ~lass 
of parallel independent models was falsified by the resultmg relatively steep straight
line RT functions of n. Since the target-absent and target-present observed cur:es 
were coincident, therefore having equal slopes, it was pro~sed that t~e appropn~te 
model was (what we are callin~) the standard serial model wtth exhaust1ve processmg 

even on target-present trials. . . . 
We now present an independent parallel exhaustive model that predtcts st~1g~t 

line RT curves. We may not let the rates change with stage (e.g., no speed-up wtthm 
trials is assumed) because this typically produces nonindependent processing. How
ever, we can let v vary withn, writing v(n). Specifically, forn = 2let, v(l) = 1/k, for 

n = 2. v(2) = (I + lfz)/2k, and in general, 

v(n) = I ..!.... 
i= I i 

kn 
We can easily prove the conjecture that this model predicts straight-line curves with 

. arbitrary slope k. Recalling that the average exhaustive processing tim~ in the case of 
independent parallel processing is simply the sum of t~ ~v~rage tJmes for ea:h 
successive stage, and noting that since the rates of each tndl~tdual element remam 
constant across stages, the total speed decreases in proportton to the number of 

elements completed, produces: 
I I I I I n 

E(t) = -- + --- + __ 2_)_ + .... + :;- = v- ,·!I 
nv (n-l)v (n- v • 

n 
I 

i=l 
Substitute in v = 

kn 

and verify the conjecture that E(t) = kn. Observe that v(n) decreases as~ incn:ases, 
so that this model has limited capacity at the individual element level. 11us particular 
independent model also predicts no serial position effects, as was apparently the case 
in Sternberg's data. Independent parallel models can predict serial position effects by 
assuming unequal rates at the different positions. In the next sectio~, we s~ow th~t.an 
independent parallel model can handle straight-line RT ~ala wtth ~enal r::sttlo.~ 
effects. Now, it is not claimed that this particular modelts necessanly the true 
model for these data, only that the data did not actually rule out parallel independent 

(limited-capacity) models. . 
Serial models that minic parallel, deterministic, unlimited capacity models. 

A task that is interesting to consider in the present connection was used by Neiss~r 
(1%3). In these experiments, a subject holds one or more items (e.g., letters) tn 
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memory and looks through lists to detect matches with the memory list. When they 
have had a great deal of practice, it is not uncommon to find that subjects can perform 
scans of lists of letters for memory set sizes of I to 10 letters, with no appreciable 
increase in average scan rate per display-list letter. To the extent that this can occur 
without a corresponding increase in error rate, some form of unlimited capacity 
model at the level of exhaustive processing is supported. The idea is that although 
when the processor comes upon a target letter. the comparisons can be self
terminating, that the bulk of the time is taken up with negath·e comparisons with 
nontarget letters. This is because most of the list letters are nontarget letters. All the 
la~t~r ~omparisons must be exhaustive witt! respect to the memory list. The deter
m•mstlc parallel model with unlimited capacity at the individual level makes appro
priate predictions for these data (Table I, row 2). The probabilistic parallel models 
that assume super capacity at the individual element level cannot be ruled out either 
since there was no opportunity in those experiments to test the prediction of thes~ 
models that self-terminating times should decrease with n (Table I, row 3). 

It is very critical that we be clear on the prediction of serial models with respect to 
flat RT functions as n varies. Serial models can indeed predict such functions, 
therefore preserving the logical and mathematical independence of capacity and 
parallel-serial assumptions that we have argued for. This is not to say that the serial 
explanations are intuitive or natural. In fact, this is one of the few situations where 
there is a strong intuitive argument for one of the types of processing over the other. If 
the curve of RT as n increases went up at all, then it would be easy to find serial 
models or parallel models that could explain the data in an intuitive fashion. But to 
predict co~pletel~ fl~t. functions, the seri~l models have to say that processing is 
super capac1ty on mdiVIdual elements, that IS, a speed-up takes place as n increases. 
And this super capacity cannot happen in a reasonable way as it could in the case of 
parallel processing. The parallel processing rates could be the same (as when n = I) 
at sta~e I and then increase across stages by (perhaps) picking up excess processing 
capac1ty left over from the completed elements. But in serial processing, since the 
total sum of n individual times must equal that for n = I, there can be no such capacity 
sharing. Th~ type of speed-up across stages that works for a parallel system, for 
example, wdl not work for a serial system. Consider a serial system that takes the 
preceding rate and adds it to the rate for the next elemerlt. This was mentioned as a 
rationale for parallel models that have unlimited. capacity at the individual level. 
A.lthou~h not perhaps as reasonable as for a parallel model, such a speed-up within 
tnals m1ght occur due to a within-trial priming or warm-up as processing gets under 
way.ln any event, the total exhaustive processing time would be 1/u + f/2u + l/3u 
+ ... + 1/nu. This, of course, is not equal to 1/u as it would have to be. A 
(unintuitive) tyrt: of speed-up that would work is to simply let the (supercapacity) . 
u(n) = nu; that IS, the rate of processing grows proportionately ton. 

Serial models that mimic standard probabilistic, independent parallel 
models that have unlimited capacity at the level of individual elements. What 
kind of serial model mimics the negatively accelerated exhaustive curves as n varies 
as well as the unlimited capacity aspects of the standard probabilistic parallel model~ 
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(Table 1 , row 4)? The serial models making these predictions assume that overall 
there is an increase in processing rate as n increases but that there is a decrease in rate 
as successive elements are completed within a trial. Specifically, let us mimic the 
standard parallel model given on p. 164 (the equal-v model). 

The serial model that is equivalent to this model assumes that for any value of n, 
u(l,n)=nv, u(2,n)=(n- l)v ... , u(n,n)=v, where u(i,n) is the serial rate for any 
element that is processed at stage i when a total of n elements are being input into the 
system. Also, the probability that any given element is processed rh is just 1/n. It is 
fairly obvious that the increasing rate with n mimics the addition of more elements in 
the parallel case and that the within-trial decrease in rate mimics the slow-down in 
overall parallel production (i.e., the more elements that are finished, the longer the 
intercompletion times) as more and more elements are completed. Perhaps the reader 
will wish to prove further to himself that the predicted self-terminating time is indeed 
1/u(l,l) =1/v. The serial, parallel-mimicking system that conforms to this model 
can be viewed as gearing up its stage I processing rate more and more as the number 
of inputs increases, but "getting tired .. within a trial. slowing down to its old rate 
(u(n,n) = v = u (I)) for the last (n111 ) element to be processed. Further, the equal 
parallel rates force the equal p's on the serial model (i.e., equally likely processing 
orders), so that both would predict a lack of serial position effects. 

Serial position and other order effects have been neglected in this section because 
some studies either don't find them or preclude their appearance. The presentation 
would also have been substantially complicated had they been included. However, 
conclusions concerning predictions and rate effects will continue to hold on the 
average when order related phenomena are treated. 

In the following section, we review the modeling and conclusions of a recent 
experiment and offer a general discussion of models for search experiments. 

AN EXPERIMENTAL APPLICATION AND CONSIDERATION OF 
GENERAL MODELS OF SHORT-TERM MEMORY AND BRIEF 
VISUAL DISPLAY SEARCH 

The Experiment 

Mathematical characterization of cognitive processing and issues is all well and 
good but of little interest to the experimentalist unless it can be shown to aid him in the 
penetration of data. In this section, we take a small but representative portion of data 
obtained in some recent multisymbol search experiments (Townsend & Roos, 1973) 
and show how some or the concepts developed in the preceding sections can be 
applied to data. There have been few mathematically specified serial models actually 
fit to data, and with the exceptio11 of Rumelhart ( 1970) almost no mathematical 
parallel applications. The investigation involved behavior in a short-term memory 
experiment of the Sternberg ( 1966) variety, as well as in a brief visual display 
search-task previously employed by Atkinson et al. ( 1969). Part or the study was 
directed toward an attempt to formulate a qualitative model of an overall system, 
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subsystems of which were assumed to interact in producing performance in the two 
tasks. Several broad characteristics of the data were very similar in the two situations 
with some mildly unusual facets appearing in the memory part of the task. Tw~ 
~uantitative models were fit to the data of both experiments. Some general mathemat
Ical models were examined that were supported or falsified by these and like data of 
olhe: experimenters. Because the visual search data were more typical of those 
obtamed by others tllan the memory data, we shall take a portion of the former for 
detailed consideration. 

To get to particulars, the data we take up were acquired in a task in which the 
subject had to indicate by pressing one of two butto11s whether or not a letter that had 
been give~ to him visually 3 seconds earlier was in the later multi letter visual display. 
The firstdtsplay appeared for 2 sec, and the later display appeared for400 msec. The 
second multiletterdisplay was centered horizontally in the subject's fixation area and 
it~ size (n) varied randomly from I to 5 letters. On 'h of the trials the second di;play 
dtd ~ontain ~~e ''tar~et" letter, and if present, the target occupied any of then display 
(senal) ~stttons wtth probability 1/n, (n = I, 2, ... 5). This type of paradigm, run 
und~r htgh accuracy conditions •. as it was ~ere, was apparently first employed by 
Atkmson et al. ( 1969), although tt has genenc precedents in the designs of Estes and 
Taylor ( 1964) and Sternberg (1966). 
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Reaction times were recorded, and it was duly noted that errors were small and 
inconsistently related to n. We pause again to note that a full treatment of such 
experiments will ultimately have to include error prediction. But as suggested in 
earlier papers (e.g., Townsend, J971b, 1972a) the problems of equivalence between 
models is portentous, even omitting the error dimension, and the other issues are 
sufficiently complex to command some sustained attention. 

The three subjects employed produced results rather similar to one another includ
ing similar trends in serial position effects. It will be recalled that serial position 
effects are the R Ts for trials when the target was present ( + trials) as fu11ctions of the 
position of the target. Serial position effects are obviously confined to+ trials since 
target absent (-) trials provide no differential position RTs. Figure 5a shows 
the overall mean RTs as functions of n (our numerical illustration shall consider only 
n = I, 2, and 3, although the figures showa115 points obtained in the study), and Fig. 
5b shows the serial position fu11ctions, where each separate curve is for a different n 
and both graphs represent grollp averages. The average standard error for a single 
point in Fig. Ia was between 5 to 10 msec, and there are 750 trials underlying each 
point. 

A strong linear trend is obvious in the overall means, indicating limited capacity at 
exhaustive and possibly self-terminating levels. 12 The serial position curves indicate 
a tendency to respond faster, the more left the target appeared in the display. 13 

Serial and Parallel Models: Fits to Target-Present Data 

We shall take a couple of "typical'' models, one serial, the other parallel, and fit 
them to the RT+ (reaction time)data and then see how well they predict the RT· data. 
We shall then discuss the implications these results have for parallel and serial models 
in general. 

The serial model. The serial model we are going to use is self-terminating and 
assumes that the processing rate is constant over serial positions and stages of 
processing but allows the rate possibly to change as a function of n [i.e., we use u 
(n)]. Hence, this model assumes equal u 's for fued n, but the capacity question is left 

11 A detailed discourse on conceivable explanations of the limited capacity nature of these aod similar 
results cannot be taken up here. However, recent studies have shown that identification of letters may be 
affected by interletter similarity aod by lateral masking effects in multi letter situations (Estes, 1972; Estes 
&: Wolford, 1971; Townsend, J971a; Townsend, Taylor,&: Brown. 1971; see also the discu5sion by E. 
Smith, this volume). 

II may be observed in this context, that the present definitions concernin& capacity purposely do aot 
distinguish between structural or bottleneck as opposed to enerJy-soun:e types of limitations (see e.g., 
Kahneman, 1973). II does not seem entinely clear at present, whether a structural vs. e~~ergy nature of 
capacity dichotomy will tum out to be fruitful. When a parallel distribution of attention is reduced to a 
single element, seriality and the appearance or a "bottleneck" is oblained. Possibly, a criterion for 
distinguishing slructural from other kinds of capacity-limiting meehanisms should be the relative lability of 
the distribution or capacity. 

'"In this study, the Ss were instructed to attempt to scan from left to right in order to see if serial position 
effects could be elicited. As they were weak or nonexistent in the Atkinson et al. ( 1969) experiment, it v.as 
of interest to optimize the chances that they could occur. Since they did, manipulability of this aspect of 
processing behavior is suggested. 
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open. In order to obtain a workable theory of the distribution on processing paths, it is 
assumed that with each position in the processing order i, there is a probability [i.e., 
(p1(n)] that the letter in the corresponding serial position i will be processed then 
(i.e., i 111 ).1f [with probability I- p1(n) ]the i 1" serial position isnotprocessedi'", 
any of the other n - I possible serial positions is processed i ,_ with probability I/( n 
- I), that is, the i th processing position then has an equal probability of containing 
any other serial position's letter in the processing order. Note that this automatically 
assures that the total probability that the i,. processing position contains some serial 
position is equal to I. However, it also the case that the total probability that each 
serial position gets processed somewhere in one of the n processing positions must be 
I. Since this constraint is not forced by the assumptions given so far, it was assumed 
for purposes of parameter estimation that for any serial position k (k = I, 2, ... n), the 
probability that k is in the nth processing position is just I minus the sum of tfte 
probabilities that the k'" serial position is contained in one of the other processing 
positions (that is, in one that is less than n). 

In addition to these "processing" parameters, there is apammeter, t 0 , required to 
predict a nonzero intercept. The parameter t 0 , which we call the residual latency 
parameter, presumably includes averaged sensory, motor, and other time contribu
tions that are not directly related to comparing the display letters with the target. We 
make the usual assumption thatt 0 is additive with the comparison processing times as 
n is varied. These assumptions about processing lead to the following formulae for 
serial-position mean reaction times, t,.,~(i = I, 2, .. . n; n = I, 2, 3), where i = serial 
position and n = number of elements in the display: 

, ... = '" + -
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-. II = I 
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1
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Note that the R T for serial position is composed of contributions from occasions· 
when it is processed at other locations in the processing order as well as the / 11 

location. It would not be correct to write, say, 

I (l-p 1(3)) 
t!l.l = 10 + p 10) X u(J) + 
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The latter e~tpression would result if we viewed the system as taking each serial 
position in tum and selecting a processing position for it. It seems more natural to 
assume that at each stage of processing, a serial position must be selected whose letter 

will be compared with the target. 
The simplifying assumptions in the present serial model, namely, that if se~al 

position ; is not processed II' (with probability (I - p1(n) then an! of the other sen~l 
positions are processed i'" with probability 1/(n - I) should be vtewed as a.n expedi
ent to assess seriality and the magnitude of serial position effects (the latter vta the val
ues of the p

1
(n) ). There are two reasons for this. The first is that if we took the above 

assumption seriously, exceedingly strong consequences ensue. For instance, when n 
1-pa(n) 1-pz()} 

= 3, it follows from assuming that 
2 

I - p ,(3) 2 • that P ,(3) = 
p

2
(3) = pa{3); that is, no serial position effects could be predicted. By allowing the 

probability of processing the lr!" serial position d" to be I minus the sum that it was 

1-pH(n) l-p:~(3) 'd d 
processed earlier, without regard to (e.g., ), we avot e 

n-l 2 
this untoward result. The second reason for viewing the assumption as a convenient 
fit-device is that there seems to be no processing interpretation that yields nondegen
erate values of the p1(n) (e.g., values such that P1(n) :/: PJ(n), i i: j). 

Estimation of t 0 was performed by subtracting the slope of the best fitting linear 
function (given for these data by RT+,. = 578.3 + 22.7n) from the intercept. That is, 
the fit of the straight line gave an overall estimate of n which was then employed to 
estimate 111• The intercept is not equal to I 0 for the + R T's since, as we have seen, the 
slopeofaself-terminatingserial model with u(n) = uis 1/u · 1/2 rather than 1/u and, 
hence, the intercept is really t 0 + l/2u. This would not be quite so simple if the RT 
function had not turned out so straight. Our policy here is to estimate to based on the 
assumption of a constant u, then use this to estimate tfte p's and reestimate the u's for 
each n, thus providing a test of u's constancy over n. 

Once t 0 is estimated in this fashion (t 0 = 555.6), the average serial position 
processing times are computed from I,..J - t 0 = X..J as are the average processing 
times for each n, x,. = RT .. - t~. The latter is used to estimate u(n) as we illustrate 

forn =I, 2. 
When n = I 
x

1 
= x

1
,

1 
= RT 1 - 10 = 11, 1 - 16 = 1/u(l) = 601.61 - 555.6) msec = 46.01 

msec and hence, u(l) = .022 letters/msec. 
Similarly when n = 2 

x 2 = RT2 - 10 = 3/2u(2) = (621.56- 555.6) msec = 65.96 msec so tftat u(2) = 
.023 letters/msec 
and when n = 3 

u(3) = .022 letters/msec. 
Obviously the estimates of u are quite close to one another and thus the standard 

serial model with u(n) = u really applies to this part of the data. 
Recall next that imposed constraints on the p's require that 

P2(2) = P ,(2) 
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and 

1-p,(J) l-p2(3) p,(3) + p 2(3) 

2 2 2 
Pa(3) = 1-

The value for p 1( I) is just I, of course, but for n = 2, we have now, using the above 
constraints, 

2 
X 2, 1 = p 1(2) X -u-(-2)- + [1-p,(2)] X -U-(-

2
)-

I 2 
x2.2 = [l-p1(2)]x u(Z) + p1(2}x~, 

which are two simultaneous equations, linear in p 1(2) and l/u(2). But, we have 
already estimated u(2) = .023 letters/msec and, hence, can solve for p 1(2), which 
turns out to give p ,(2) = .82. That is, the estimated probability that the letter in serial 
position I is processed first, and that in serial position 2 is processed second, is quite 
high (.82). 

When n = 3, the simultaneous equations become (where we denote the estimated 
u's appropriately) 

I 2 
Xa.t = p,(3) X -(

3
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· u u(3) 
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u(3) 

] 3 X---
u(3) ' 
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X---. 

u(3) 

2 
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Substituting in u(3) = .022 and then solving for p 1(3) and p 2(3) yields p 1(3) = .99, 
P2(3) = .87. and hence, Pa(3) = .93, thus illustrating within the context ofthis model 
the high likelihood that a subject processed from left to right with occasional switches 
of serial positions 2 and 3. 

The reader may verify by substitutions the estimated p's and u's and t& into the 
original formula that this model fits the + RT data extremely well. All predictions 
were within one standard error (I 0 msec) of the observed serial position means. Even 
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though the number of parameters is greater by one than the degrees of freedom in the 
data, when 5& is included, a perfect fit is not guaranteed (for proof of this fact, see 
Townsend & Roos, 1973, Appendix A). Roughly, the reason is that the serial 
position means cannot be too different from one another without causingp and/or u to 
be less than zero. 

The parallel model. The parallel model developed for application to the same data 
assumed (I) independent processing (the rates, v, constant over stages), but (1) with 
different processing speeds assumed for different serial positions v1 f. VJ and (3) with 
an explicit dependence of rate on n, Vf(n), thus permitting a limited capacity 
self-terminating predictor. These assumptions resulted in a limited-capacity parallel 
model with the same number of parameters, when a t 0 is estimated for the residual R T 
effects, as for the preceding serial model. Unlike the serial model, however, this 
parallel model's structure is guaranteed to fit the present data since 

I 
X,.,, = ---- = t,..l - I o 

v1(n) 

and v1(n) can be any positive number at all. Note that the expressions for x,.,1 just 
follow from the independent parallel assumptions giving self-terminating means of 
lfv1(n), when the target is placed in serial position i. 

The overall mean RT here is just 

RT,.+=to+ 
n 

n 
I. 

i=l 

the arithmetic average of the serial position means. We will not pursue the obvious fit 
technique here, but the reader may note that it can be done directly from the data. 

At first glance, it might seem as if the obvious linearity in the data reduces the 
number of parameters more in the serial model than in the parallel model since there 
would be only one u instead of 3 (for n = I, 2, 3). However, the linearity may be 
similarly employed in the parallel context. 

Thus, linearity implies that the average self-terminating prediction (i.e., the means 
on target-present trials) must be proportional to n, that is, 

I n I 
-- I. --- =en 

n i= I 111(n) ' 

where c = positive constant. But this expression implies that one of the v1 (n) may be 
written as a function of the others. Although we haven't space to show it here, this 
operation reduces the number of parallel parameters to that of the present serial model 
with a single value of u assumed. 

Let's take a brief digression to discuss a couple of aspects of theorizing related to 
the above model testing. 

One of the arguments sometimes advanced for employing serial models would 
seem to be that predictions of mean processing times can be derived without detailed 
particular probability distributions on the element completion times. This is because 
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of the additivity of the serial successive completion times. However, more detailed 
assumptions must be made if variances. for example, are to be predicted. In any case, 
this type of argument still appears weak, to the extent that as psychologists, we are 
interested in finding out how things actually work in the black box, not simply what is 
an adequate summarizing description. It may be feasible (but it is by no means 
guaranteed) to develop the mathematics and concomitant experimentation that will 
allow specification of ever narrowing classes of models or theories that detail the 
kinds of mechanisms and functions that must be present to yield behavioral data. In 
recent years, investigators in finite automata theory have worked out means of 
determining canonical sets of sequential machines that can predict observed input
output data (see e.g., Booth, 1967). Undoubtedly any type of analogous development 
in psychology will be an Herculean task in comparison and will likely be quite 
different in form. One detrimental factor is that often we must rely on summary 
statistics within a given experiment, rather than an entire scope of input-output 
sequences. Also, the sheer complexity of the human black box is almost dismaying. 
A somewhat ameliorative aspect is that we have an extremely rich spectrum of data, 
across conceivable experiments, to work with, that may provide an ever mounting set 
of converging operations. 

Predictions of Target-Absent Data 

At this point the parallel and serial models have done equally well with the RT+ 
data. We could proceed to similarly fit the RT-data, but to do so would not teach us 
much. Instead, we employ the parameters estimated above to predict the Rr data, 
ac;suming the exhaustive serial and parallel models, since processing must be exhaus
tive when the target is absent from the second display. 

The exhaustive serial prediction for a given n is just 

RT; = t~ + _n_ 
u(n) 

which effectively becomes RT; = t~ +.!!..because of the constancy of u(n) in the 
u 

RT+ data. The corresponding prediction for the parallel model is quite hideous (the 
reader may refer to Townsend and Roos for the complete expression for arbitrary n). 
However, it was found I hat the exhaustive expression that is associated with rates that 
are constant over serial position gave quite similar predictions for our data, and 
hence, the following expression was used to predict the exhaustive processing times: 

- _ I n I 
RT =to+--- I -. 

v(n) i= I i 

This latter expression is found by using the techniques shown in the section on 
capacity (in particular see "Standard Parallel Models"). It can be seen that it was· 
necessary to grant a different residual latency parameter to the exhaustive models, 

+ 
o >to • 

The results of these predictions for the RT·data may be viewed in Fig. 6, with mild 
distaste if not outright revulsion. So much for typical serial or parallel models being 
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able to handle both RT+ and RT- data. assuming self-termination on + trials! The 
large number of parameters estimated from the RT"" data make the RT- falsifying 
conclusions even stronger. For scientific purposes, the bigger the class of falsified 
models the better, and the smaller the class of supported models the better. If process
ing is really exhaustive on both + and - trials, then there is no discrepancy for the 
overall mean RT functions, but then where do serial position effects (the quite strong 
ones found here, for example) fit in? This outcome leads us to discuss more reason
able exhaustive alternatives below, as well as self-terminating models that can predict 
the present kinds of data. An alternative explanation is that serial position effects arise 
outside the comparison processing box, but there is as yet little or no direct evidence 
for this. 

Bamber (1969), in discussion of same-different data, has suggested an interesting 
type of dual processing mechanism, one for target, the other for nontarget compari
sons, that can predict equal-sloped+ and- RT functions. One, the identity reporter, 
is fast and emits signals for • • same'' responses only. The other, a serial processor, is 
slow and emits signals for both "same" and "different" responses. These two 
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mechanisms appear to function more or less autonomously. They were able to 
predict the fonn of Bamber's results. It is of interest to consider alternative concep
tualizations that do not require two separate processors, but yet allow for more 
latitude in thinking about processing + as contrasted with - comparisons. Specifi
cally, Townsend and Roos proposed the hypothesis that - comparisons may take 
more time and/or their rates may change differently, as n varies, than do the+ rates 
(that is, for eJtample, u+(n) 'I< u"(n ), where the superscripts refer to a match or 
mismatch respectively) because a unitary (single) processor is engaged in radically 
distinct tasks in the two cases. Measuring the fit of two things (letters) that match 
perfectly might require a different amount of time to achieve a certain degree of 
accuracy than measuring the fit of two things that mismatch to a greater or lesser 
eden!. This notion can be discussed within either a template or feature-testing type of 
scheme, but is more general than either. 

A Large Class of Falsified Serial Models 

Not all models that allow for different rates on+ and- comparisons are capable of 
explaining typical search results; quite the contrary. There is a large class of serial 
self-terminating models that cannot predict equal-sloped+ and- RTcurves as func
tions of n (Townsend & Roos, 1973, pp. 325-326 and Appendix B). This class of 
models is large in the sense that processing rates can vary with processing order and 
individual element, processing order may vary from trial to trial, - rates can differ 
from + rates, and the rates may vary as a function of n subject to the following 
constraint. The models are limited by what we have referred to as an "equal average 
time-increment assumption," which limits the overall effect that changes of rates 
with n can have (a capacity assumption). Basically the constraint means firstly that as 
n increases, the time to process a + comparison, averaged across element and 
processing order, remains constant. It is critical to perceive that the average time to 
process a + element alone (z, see Fig. I) is being discussed, rather than the average 
total time to complete the positive trial. The latter duration is the self-terminating 
time, includes- comparisons, and may increase. Secondly, the constraint says that 
as n increases, the average time to process a - element remains invariant, again 
averaged over processing order and element. This is just like the + constraint, except 
that since nothing but - comparisons are processed on target-absent trials, multiply
ing the average - processing time by n gives the average exhaustive-processing time 
for that value of n. These two constraints represent a substantial generalization of the 
usual assumption that u is constant over everything. Aside from the point that many 
models are consequently falsified by most of the extant search data, it should be 
evident that the common feature of the falsified models is one of capacity changes in 
the model or system, nothing else. 

There is, of course, nothing mathematically sacrosanct about equal sloped curves. 
If most investigators found curves with four-to-one slope ratios, then similar 
theorems could be proved about models that are falsified by these results. It is true 
that theoretically predicted equal-sloped curves and the class of models that is 
falsified by these both seem singularly simple and natural. 
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Three Classes of Models that Predict Equal Slopes 
and Serial Position Effects 

177 

With regard to variable and changing-rates kinds of models that can predict the 
dyad, serial position effects, and equal sloped+ and- curves, there are two models 
that appear interesting to discuss; one is self-terminating, the other eJthaustive. A 

· third model employs overlapping comparison and response selection stages to 
achieve proper predictions. To lessen confusion, we shall intersperse this latter model 
between the discussion of the two models that put all the explanatory burden on the 

comparison process. 
Within models that posit differential changes of+ and -comparison rates as func

tions of n, either parallel or serial processing may be assumed. Further, the typically 
reported intercept difference between and - curves can be put in mechanisms exter
nal to comparison processing (whose effec.ts are then clustered in to) or assumed to 
result from + and - rate differences that are present when n = I [for example. in 
u+(l) = u-(1)]. Because of limitations in space, we shall confine the present treat
ment to mentioning only the most central ideas and possible intuitions connected 

with the models. 14 

The self-terminating, changing-rates class of models. The first to be consid
ered, the self-terminating changing-rates of comparison models. permit the + 
comparison rates to become smaller relative to the - rate, which effectively allows 
the ascent of the + RT function to increase and be equal to the - RT curve. For 
example, consider an independent parallel model of the sort fit to the data of this 
section, but assume in addition that although v-( I) = v+( I) = v( I), in general, v+(n) 
-j v-(n), n > I. For purposes of explication, we assume that rates are constant 
across element (or serial position) and processing order: these restrictions are abso
lutely not necessary but lead to simplification of the mathematics. The inclusion of 
variable rates over serial positions for the purpose of predicting serial position effects 
only lends added generality to the present models. Now, it turns out that if v-(n) de
creases in less than inverse proportion ton, and v+(n) decreases in inverse proportion 
ton, that exactly equal + and - RT functions (except for the possible t0 difference) 
can result. More precisely, the rates as functions of n that yield equal slopes are 

v(l) n I v(l) 
v-(n) = -- I -:-, v+(n) = ·--, 

n i=l r n 

where v(l) is the + and - rate at n = I, and it can be seen that v+(n) decreases at a 
faster rate than v-(n). The assumption that v+(l) = v(l) is not necessary, but is 
convenient for illustration. Although we have given the illustration in terms of simple 
exponential intercompletion times, the qualitative result is more general than this. As 
we saw, independent parallel models that assume unlimited capacity at the individual 

14The first model to be discussed, the self-lenninating changing-rates model, is presented in Townsend 
and Roos (1973). All three models, the two changing-rates models and the nonDonderian model were 
recently given a general mathematical characterization (Townsend, 1913). It should be pointed out thai 
D. A. Taylor has made progress in applying a panicularfonn of nonDonderian model to visual search data 

(Taylor, 1973). 
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level and equal rates for+ and- comparisons (e.g .• v+(n) = v"'(n) = v, a constant) 
predict nat self-terminating + funcliolls and increasing negatively accelerated -
functions (see "Standard Parallel Models"). The upshot of this state of affairs is that 
whatever curvature the equal-sloped exhaustive - and self-terminating + curves 
take, the average individual comparison times for- comparisons will never evidence 
greater increases (that is, a slow-down in rate) than will those for + comparisolls. 

Turning to serial models, we find a somewhat more complex situation but a similar 
outcome. The treatment is too detailed to be given here, but the method and a fairly 
general statement of results can be found in Townsend and Roos (1973, pp. 326-
327). Under all reasonable conditions that the writer has been able to devise, equal 
slopes of+ and - RT functions of n are associated with + comparison rates that slow 
down more, or speed up Jess, than - comparison rates. 

What might be responsible for such changes in rate.c; in typical search experiments? 
One possibility that comes to mind is closely associated with speed-accuracy trade
off. In the usual experiment, the target alld nontarget elements are drawn at random 
~ut without replacement, from a fixed-sized alphabet with varying degrees of similar~ 
tty among the members of the alphabet. Ill the present type of search task, the number 
of nontarget elements is increased to enlarge n, but there is always only one target 
elemenl. Now. assume for the purpose of discussion that errors originate from 
confusions of nontargets with targets or vice versa, rather than from processes outside 
the comparison mechanism (e.g., the fast-guess model is of the latter type). Then the 
fact that in the presellt kind of search experiment there is always at most one target 
ele~1ent, but the number of nontarget elements changes in order to vary n, may 
radtcally affect the relative average processing rates of + as opposed to - compari
sons. Consider the fairly general case where either nontarget or target may contain 
both target and nontarget features on a given trial; nontargets may contain target 
features simply due to similarity with the target, and the target may have some 
nontarget features because of noise. Suppose further that feature matching between 
target and display (or memory) elements is all-or-none and is always performed 
c~rrectly (these assumptions do not appear to be critical to the general outcome). 
Fmally. suppose that the subject rejects an element in a self-terminating fashion as a 
nontarget if some criteria! number of negative feature matches is attained and accepts 
an ~lement as the target if some criteria! number of positive feature matches is 
attamed. 15 

"An aside here of some importance in the theory of featur~ testing relates to the number of matches or 
mi~matche~ l'e(jUired for acceptance or rejection of the element, or pall em, in a pall em recognition context. 
I~ Is ~~~~me~ assumed that exactly one mismatch is sufficient to reject the element. Obviously, if the 
suuallon ts no1sy, perfect accuracy cannot be ro obtained; false negative responses (i.e., misses) would 
occur. Another assumption rather often found in the literature is that on individual elements. matching of+ 
featu~s must be exhaustive on target-target comparisons, the rationale being that Jess than complete 
"_'alc~mg by all.the features may lead to false positives (i.e .• false alanns). However, in a nonnoisy 
SI~Uat•~· when: II never happens that features gel added to the elements in the display or memory set, then: 
~Ill extst a sub~t of target feat~res,the combination of which is unique to the target. Hence, if the subject 
rs not me.rely capable of countmg feature matches but also of taking note of what features match, then he 
can tcnnmat~ w~n one of these subsets is complelcd. In many cases, then: will be one or more single 
features !halts umque to the target, and the erticientsubjcd will be able, in principle, to tenninate when be 
correctly matches one of these to its correspondent in the target. 
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In any case, the probability that any given criteria! number of nontarget features is 
found in the target-larget comparison will not increase with n. but the probability that 
the analogous criteria! number of target features will be found in one of the n - I 
nontargets increases as n increases. Hence, if the subject interprets his instructions as 
meaning that he should maintain a low and constant error rate, he will have to change 
his feature criteria. Specifically, he may increase his criterion for the number of + 
feature matches required to accept-an element as target, and this means a slow-down 
in the apparent + processing rate [ u+(n) or v+(n) relative to the - rate (u-(n) or 
v-(n) J. The difficulty with this explanation is that one would suppose that unless the 
- criterion is also raised, more false negatives would be found for larger n; the reason 
being I hat the - criterion would be reached more often on target-presenttrials due to 
the higher + criterion. Although the number of errors in the earlier discussed 
experiment was too low lo permit a definitive error analysis (about 1.8%), it 
appeared that only one of the three subjects evidenced a real illcrease in false-negative 
errors across n. In any case, to obtain precise predictions, the rates should be applied 
at the feature-comparison level rather than the overall element-comparison level. At 
this point we must move on to the next set of models; the treatment will have to he 
even more laconic than the immediately preceding one. 

A nonDonderian class of models. In the second of the three classes of models. 
we entertain the possibility that the equal slopes of the + and - R T functions come 
from two separate mechanisms, or stages in the overall processing chain, as opposed 
to being entirely in the comparison link.ln particular. Donders' ( 1868) assumptions 
are purposely violated; namely, the stipulation that separate stages in processing do 
not overlap temporally but are rather distinct and additive, and, secondly, that these 
additive steps are independent. Two side comments are pertinent here. One is that 
within the comparison stage alone, serial processing is in accord with the additive 
assumption of Donders. However, the usual assumptionofindependence, in this case 
among individual element processing stages, may not hold if there is a correlation 
among the intercompletion times (which in the serial instance are also the individual 
processing times, the z's; see "The Independence vs Dependence Issue"). Con
versely, parallel processing is certainly not of a Donderian nature but call clearly yield 
results that manifest an appearance of additivity and independence. Thus, the non

Donderian quality of the present model is placed in the relationship between the 
comparison stage and another stage, specifically the response selection stage. 

The present models represent the selection process as beginning during the com

parison stage and as possibly biasing toward or preparing to make one or the other of 
the two responses, depending on the specific experimental design. Ill the case of 
search for single targets, it is plausible that before any element is processed the 
subject is equally disposed to making an affirmative or negative response. since the 
probability of a target-present trial is typically 1/2. However, as more and more 
comparisons are completed, the more likely it is that the set of elements on that trial 
does not contain the target. Thus, acting inanefficiellt manner, the subject's response 
selection mechanism may be readying to perform the "target absent'' response until 
such time as either the target is located and the "target present" response ensues or all 
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n elements are processed as - matches and the - or "target absent" response takes 
place. 

General but convenient mathematical models that contain these ideas (Townsend, 
1973) may be constructed. This is accomplished by a decomposition of the total 
processing time (ignoring t 0 , which now does not contain response selection but still 
includes the actual motor response time) into the comparison time plus the amount of 
time that is required to select the proper response after the comparison process is 
completed. The latter duration is shortened on - response trials by an amount 
depending monotonically on how many negative elements have been processed; this 
number is always non - trials. The response selection duration will be lengthened by 
an amount depending on how many - elements were processed before the target was 
located on + trials. The interesting and critical aspect of this type of model, as far as 
working our predictions goes, is that tbe total response selection time, including that 
part overlapping with the comparison stage, may be written as a sum of2 (random) 
variables. The first is the time required if no preselection biasing or asymmetry in 
readiness occurs, plus or minus that amount of time saved or wasted during the 
comparison stage. Thus, if no preselection biasing occurs, then the random variable 
Y represents the amount of time necessary to choose the response. However, on a -
trial, the quantity g(n - I) may be subtracted, where g(n - I) is a random function 
whose mean may be assumed to increase as n increases. The reason that n - I is 
employed rather than n is that we view the subject as going ahead with the response 
selection as soon as the nth element is completed, so the results of the nth comparison 
cannot further bias the selection mechanism. So, on a given trial the total time 
consumed by response selection is given by Y- g(n- )). 16 On+ trials, the biasing 
that occurs actually hurts or slows down the time to choose and then make the + 
response. If the target is processed first, then no biasing or predisposition will have a 
chance to occur; otherwise, the selection time will beY+ g(k.), where k. is the number 
of- comparisons completed before the target is found. Again, we think that g will be 
larger on the average when k. is larger. The + response selection process thus has to 
compensate for the increasing predisposition toward making a - response. 

How does this relate to parallel + and - RT functions of n? The effect of the 
predisposition towards negative responses within trials is to increasingly slow down 
+ RT's relative to - ones as n grows larger; obviously the larger n becomes, the 
more of a chance the bias process has to operate. We have already seen that 
decreasing the speed of+ times relative to - times can equalize the slopes of the RT 
functions. Jn fact, it is possible to detennine the relationship between the comparison 
process and the selection bias process that results in parallel or equal sloped+ and -
RT functions of n (Townsend, 1973). As in all three of the classes of models we are 
presently discussing, it doesn't matter at all whether comparison processing is 
assumed to be parallel or serial, although the exact relationship between g and the 
comparison rates will depend on this aspect of the model. Similarly in the present 

'"Observeihedifference Y- g(n- I). Since Y- g(~- l)cannot be less than zero it is necessary to as
sume in an exact account that Y ha• some lower bound, say r•. and the g(n - 1) is always less than or 
equal to r•. 
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class, self-tennination and exhaustiveness are both compatible with its non Donderian 

characteristics. 
In closing our discussion of this class of models, we might make a remark about the 

general epistemology of the mind and brain. Although employing Donderian types of 
assumptions (see, e.g., Sternberg, 1969; Pachella, this volume) has been quite 
fruitful and will undoubtedly aid us substantially in the future, it appears likely that 
much of the brain's work must be carried on in parallel and in an integrated. highly 
correlated fashion. When we are able to go beyond relatively simple (but to be sure 
very complex nevertheless) processing chains we shall probably find more and more 
activity proceeding simultaneously. And, the fact that flat RT functions as n is varied 
are sometimes obtained in cognitive tasks provides fairly strong support, as noted 
earlier, for the proposition that consciousness can sometimes be directed to more than 
one thing at a time (see, e.g., Egeth, Jonides, & Wall, 1972). Finally, from a 
. physiological point of view, some of the scanning or comparison times reported seem 
to be faster than known neural structure is capable of producing in a serial fashion 
(see, e.g., Anderson, 1973). 

A class of exhaustive models that predict serial position effects. One of the 
most entrenched assumptions in theorization about information processing and cogni
tive behavior concerns the meaning of spatial and temporal effects associated with 
experimental placement of target stimuli. Specifically, it is generally accepted that if 
serial position (or comparable) effects are to be explained within a processor assumed 
responsible for a given task, that these serial position effects imply self-termination. 
This is false. It is true that self-tennination, along with a non-unifonn distribution of 
attention (parallel) or preferred processing sequences (serial) can predict serial 
position effects. It is also true, contrary to the usual supposition, that exhaustive 
systems can produce serial position and like effects. This section is devoted to a brief 
discussion of such systems and models. 

As usual, we can mathematically develop both parallel or serial models that make 
these predictions, but we confine our present discussion to serial models. All the 
exhaustive serial models that predict serial position effects and equal sloped + and 
- RT functions of n have the following two properties: (I) a difference in the positive 
processing rate and the negative processing rate at a given serial position, to yield 
serial position effects, and (2) the difference in the average individual + processing 
times from n ton + J elements (n greater than or equal to I) is equal to the difference 
in the average individual - processing times from n ton + I elements, to yield equal 
sloped + and - RT functions of n. We mention two special cases that appear of 
interest. We concentrate on how the serial position effects occur since this aspect is 
probably of most import for exhaustive models, and the techniques of investigating 
slope equality have been given earlier in the chapter. 

In the first special case, it is assumed that the - rates are constant for a given value 
of n but that the + rate differs across the serial positions. The serial position effects 
will naturally directly reflect the + speed of processing on the various positions. In 
contrast, the second special case produces serial position effects that are inversely 
related to processing rates. This type of model assumes that the+ rate is constant over 
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serialp:Jsirions for fixed n but that the - rate is llO(. Since it seems unlikely that the + 
rate is much slower than the average - rate, assume that in fact the + rate is faster 
than the - rate. Then a novel and intriguing aspect of this model is that the serial 
position effects are given by virtue of the property that when the target is in a given 
position, the - rate for that position does not occur (since a mismatch between target 
and an item in that position does not occur). Therefore, the serial position effects, 
revealed in the data, are actually in the opposite order of the- processing rates. For 
example, suppose that the- rates are slowest for the first serial position and graded 
up to being fastest at the last serial position; that is, there is a strong recency effect and 
no primacy effect. Then these models say that the serial position effects will show 
fastest rimes on target-present trials when the target is in the first serial position and 
slowest times when it is in the last position. Our conclusions about- processing rates 
must then be opposite of what we observe in the data! There are other interesting ex
haustive models, many of them more general than the two included here, but perhaps 
the latter will serve to illustrate some of ihe attendant flavor and intuition. 

The three classes of models discussed in this section seem to the writer to contain 
some aspects of parsimony and plausibility. They are all capable of quantitatively ex
plaining reported search phenomena from basically divergent assumptions. They are 
geared around a kind of rough approximation to a minimal systems approach, in the 
sense that only few mechanisms are involved and they appear to function in a fairly 
reasonable way. Other hypotheses, such as repeated scans through a list, may be 
viable in certain circumstances. Also, although the kinds of ideas discussed here 
seem simple from the viewpoint of what the overall system or subsystem is doing, the 
way what it is doing is evidenced in the mathematics may be complex at times. When 
there is a high degree of complexity, there is often an increased problem of parameter 
estimation and thus an implicit challenge to select experimental conditions and 
stimulus materials in such a way as to reduce the number of parameters and test the 
basic assumptions of the models. Experimental testing even of only those three 
classes of models presented here seem formidable. Including predictions for errors 
may help ifit turns out that the small error rates reported in brief visual-display search 
and/ or short-term memory search are related to comparison processing or, in the case 
of the nonDonderian model, to response selection. In any case, error predictions 
should certainly aid model testing in the case of long-term memory search. 

We should finally mention that critical experiments are needed to see how short
term memory search differs from visual search, if at all. The learning curve for 
memory search R T appears to be much more extended than that for visual display 
search (Townsend & Roos, 1973. pp. 323 -324), but evidence concerning potential 
differences in actual comparison processes should also be helpful. There is also the 
possibility that we have, most of us, overemphasized the processing of botll types of 
comparisons. + and -, in any search experiment. It may be efficient for the subject, 
in experiments involving at most the presence of a single target, for example, to look 
actively for a + match and to disregard elements with few or no matching characteris
tics (e.g., features). "Target absent" responses might then be made after some 
criterion time has elapsed with no target detected. In support of this possibility is the 
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. fi I . recalling elements that were present in 
fact that the subjects often tell of dTrf rcu ty Jn I I subjects may be able to tailor their 
a list but did not match the target. o so~e ex en • mands 
processing strategies according to specrfic task de . 

SUMMARY 
The goal of this chapter has been first to present a co~ere~t and :~:~~~:~~e rei~~::~ 

development of the issues of serial vs. par~llel proces~mg, ~:;~nlimited .vs. ~mited 
proce~sing, self-terminating v.s. e~:a;:u;~tf:;;~~slt~~· modeling of infonnation
capacrt~ • all of them appeanng I losel bound to the first, has been to attempt 
processmg systems. The second goa -~·c th~ these issues are logically, mathemati
to make a strong ~ase fo~ the propos! :thin these broad aims, many models were 
cally' and systemically mdependen.t.. 1 ere treated in detall In the section on 
examined and problems of model eqUJva en~e w . I n·al mod. el each self-

. d llel and a typ1ca se • 
. applications, an mdepen ent para h RT data and it was found that both could 
terminating, were fit lo some recent ;;~c (nu,mber of elements) was varied. 

predict lin~~r target pre~~~a~ ~~ sam= r:e; were applicable on target absent tria~s. 
~~:~;~~~ ~~a;l :~~~~redict the _ RT's. It was shown that a large class of senal 
self-terminating models is falsified by contemporary data, and t~en sev~ral models 
tllat are capable of predicting these experimental results were dtscusse . 
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